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Editors’ Introduction 

This research packet is designed for students who have limited exposure to the complex Israeli-
Palestinian conflict. The first section introduces the key terms, concepts, and individuals related 
to the conflict. These names appear frequently in the subsequent articles and should be 
committed to memory by students. 

The second section outlines the main issues that drive the conflict. The NHSDLC Academic 
Team strongly recommends that all students read the first article of this section, “Everything You 
Need to Know About Israel-Palestine,” which gives important historical context about the 
conflict. The second and third articles are also important. They focus on the failed effort by the 
United States to broker a peace deal in the 1990s. These articles raise crucial questions for the 
topic: Why did the U.S.-led peace process fail? What are the barriers to a peace deal? This will 
provide insight for pro teams, who might want to argue that China would be a better peace 
broker than the United States; as well as for con teams, who might want to argue that a peace 
deal will be too difficult to achieve.  

This resolution is primarily about China’s evolving foreign policy as a rising power. Section 
three will focus on China’s econmic and security interests in the Middle East, and explore 
China’s increasing engagement with the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. In December 2017, China 
invited Israeli and Palestinian negotiators to Beijing for a peace symposium to discuss possible 
solutions to the conflict. Perhaps, this will signal the beginning of a formal Chinese-led peace 
process. The articles in this section will provide students with competing viewpoints about 
whether a Chinese-led peace process would help resolve the conflict—and whether this would 
benefit China. 

The NHSDLC Academic Team has added a brief note before most articles to highlight their 
significance. Some articles have also been shortened where necessary. 

Good luck to all students! 
—The NHSDLC Academic Team 
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Key People, Terms, and Concepts 
 
• Israel: A state established in 1948 as a 

homeland for the Jewish people. All Jews 
worldwide have a right to Israeli 
citizenship. The state has a population of 
roughly 9 million, a democratic political 
system, and a high-tech industrial economy. 
Israel is closely allied with the United 
States, but has poor relations with most 
states in the Middle East. Israel’s military, 
the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF), is the 
most powerful military in the region. China 
has close relations with Israel, and is 
Israel’s third-largest trading partner. 

• The Palestinian People: An Arab ethno-
national group whose traditional territory 
encompasses the modern State of Israel, the 
Gaza Strip, and the West Bank. Most 
Palestinians are Sunni Muslims. The 
Palestinian people became refugees after 
the 1948 Israeli War for Independence. There is no independent Palestinian state. In 
international negotiations, Palestine is represented by a group called the Palestine Liberation 
Organization (PLO). In part due to the close relationship between Israel and the Western 
powers, China has long supported the establishment of an independent Palestinian state.  

• Palestinian Territories: 

o West Bank: The territory that sits to the east of Israel and on the west bank of the 
Jordan River. It is home to 2.6 million Palestinians and 500,000 Jewish settlers. The 
IDF has occupied and controlled the West Bank since the 1967 War, when they 
conquered it from Jordan. Parts of the West Bank are administered by a Palestinian 
government called the Palestinian Authority, but the IDF has ultimate authority. The 
international community, including the United States, views Israel’s occupation of the 
West Bank to be a violation of international law. The West Bank would be the center 
of an independent Palestinian state. 

o Gaza: A small strip of land that is exclusively home to nearly 2 million Palestinians 
(there are no Jewish settlers). Israel occupied Gaza in the 1967 War—it was 
previously controlled by Egypt. The IDF controlled Gaza until 2005 when it decided 
to withdraw (for several complicated reasons). Gaza is currently administered by 
Hamas, a radical Islamist group that sporadically attacks Israel. There were major 
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wars in Gaza between Israel and Hamas in 2008-09, 2012, and 2014. Israel enforces a 
blockade on Gaza, which makes the economy of the territory very poor.  

• Israeli-Palestinian Conflict: This conflict is not about religion. It is about two national 
groups—the Jewish people and the Palestinian people—who have competing claims to 
territory in the Middle East. Both sides have used violence to achieve their national goals. By 
occupying the West Bank and blockading Gaza, Israel denies Palestinians statehood. Some 
Israelis fear that an independent Palestinian state would threaten its security. Palestinians 
advance their goals through both diplomatic means—by lobbying the United Nations and the 
United States to pressure Israel, for example—and violent means—some Palestinian groups 
launch terrorist attacks on Israel. It is important to note, however, that Israelis and 
Palestinians do not each have unified positions on the conflict. Both sides include extremist 
and moderate views. (For example, the Palestinian leadership is divided between the PLO 
and Hamas. Some Israelis oppose the occupation—the current Israeli leadership supports it). 
 

• Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO): The PLO is a 
political organization that is recognized by the United States, 
Israel, and the wider international community as the official 
representative of the Palestinian people. (For example, the PLO 
represents Palestine at the United Nations). The PLO is 
committed to the peaceful establishment of a Palestinian state in 
the West Bank and Gaza. The PLO formerly used violence and 
sought to destroy the state of Israel, but disavowed both 
positions in the 1990s. 

• Palestinian Authority (PA): The name for the Palestinian 
government that administers part of the West Bank. It was set 
up by the PLO and Israel in 1993 at the beginning of the Oslo 
Peace Process. The PA has limited authority. It only administers 
the shaded territory of the West Bank in the photo on the right, 
and the occupying Israeli forces have ultimate authority over 
the entire West Bank. It does not administer Gaza, which is 
controlled by Hamas. The current leader of both the PLO and the 
PA is Mahmoud Abbas, who is pictured on the following page. 

• Hamas: An Islamist fundamentalist party that was elected by Palestinians to govern the Gaza 
Strip and seeks to liberate Palestine from Israeli rule. Hamas has advanced this goal through 
terrorist attacks on Israeli civilians and by launching rockets into Israel. Hamas is opposed to 
the Palestinian Authority for being too moderate.  

  
• Two-State Solution: This is the most widely supported solution for the conflict, which 

would create an independent Palestinian state in the West Bank and Gaza. An alternative 
proposal is a one-state solution: the creation of a single state including Israel, the West Bank, 
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and Gaza. However, few experts view the one-state solution as a legitimate option. Most 
Israelis oppose it because the creation of a single state would end the Jewish identity of 
Israel.  

 
• Benjamin Netanyahu: The current 

Prime Minister of Israel. He has served 
in this position since 2009, as well as 
from 1996-1999. Netanyahu is 
considered a “hawk” of the Israeli right-
wing. He has consistently opposed the 
peace process during his long political 
career. He believes that Israel’s security 
is best achieved by the occupation of the 
West Bank and the blockade of Gaza. In 
the photo, Netanyahu is pictured on the 
left, standing next to former U.S. 
President Barack Obama (center) and 
Mahmoud Abbas (right). 

• Oslo Peace Process: A failed, American-led effort to broker peace between Israel and 
Palestine in the 1990s. Although it did not produce a final peace agreement, the Oslo process 
established a framework for a future deal: the return of the West Bank to Palestine in 
exchange for peace for Israel. There have not been serious peace negotiations since the 
collapse of the Oslo process after the Camp David Summit in 2000. There are several 
“intractable issues” that led to the collapse of the agreement, including: 

o The status of Jerusalem, which is home to holy sites for both Israeli Jews and 
Palestinian Muslims. 

o The future of the 500,000 Jewish settlers who live on Palestinian territory in the West 
Bank. 

o The status of the 7 million Palestinian refugees, many of whom wish to return to their 
former homes in the land that is now Israel. 

o The security of Israel after a Palestinian state—which may hold historical grievances 
against Israel—is established. 

• West Bank Settlements: Communities of Jewish people living in the West Bank. 
Settlements are a major barrier to a peace deal. Israel would either need to annex the 
settlements and thus take away more Palestinian land, which the Palestinians oppose, or 
Israel would need to forcibly uproot the 500,000 settlers. The ongoing construction of 
settlements also contributes to the deep distrust between Israelis and Palestinians. 

• Intifada: The term for major Palestinian uprisings that occurred in 1987-1993 and 
2000-2005 to fight the Israeli occupation.  
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Understanding the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict 

Everything you need to know about Israel-Palestine  
Zach Beauchamp, Vox, December 6, 2017.  

Note: Vox is a U.S. news website whose mission is to explain the news. The following article 
was published after Donald Trump’s controversial decision to recognize Jerusalem as the capital 
of Israel. The article explains the most important issues of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. It is 
essential reading for students who are not familiar with the conflict.  

~ 

What are Israel and Palestine? Why are they fighting? 
Israel is the world's only Jewish state, located just 
east of the Mediterranean Sea. Palestinians, the 
Arab population that hail from the land Israel now 
controls, refer to the territory as Palestine, and 
want to establish a state by that name on all or 
part of the same land. The Israeli-Palestinian 
conflict is over who gets what land and how it 
is controlled.  

Though both Jews and Arab Muslims date their 
claims to the land back a couple thousand years, 
the current political conflict began in the early 
20th century. Jews fleeing persecution in Europe 
wanted to establish a national homeland in what was then an Arab- and Muslim-majority 
territory in the British Empire. The Arabs resisted, seeing the land as rightfully theirs. An early 
United Nations plan to give each group part of the land failed, and Israel and the surrounding 
Arab nations fought several wars over the territory. Today's lines largely reflect the outcomes of 
two of these wars, one waged in 1948 and another in 1967. 

The 1967 War is particularly important for today's conflict, as it left Israel in control of the West 
Bank and Gaza Strip, two territories home to large Palestinian populations. Today, the West Bank 
is nominally controlled by the Palestinian Authority but is under Israeli occupation. This comes 
in the form of Israeli troops, who enforce Israeli security restrictions on Palestinian movement 
and activities, and Israeli "settlers," Jews who build ever-expanding communities in the West 
Bank that effectively deny the land to Palestinians. Gaza is controlled by Hamas, an Islamist 
fundamentalist party, and is under Israeli blockade but not ground troop occupation. 

The primary approach to solving the conflict today is a so-called "two-state solution" that would 
establish Palestine as an independent state in Gaza and most of the West Bank, leaving the rest of 
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the land to Israel. Though the two-state plan is clear in theory, the two sides are still deeply 
divided over how to make it work in practice. 

The alternative to a two-state solution is a "one-state solution," wherein all of the land becomes 
either one big Israel or one big Palestine. Most observers think this would cause more problems 
than it would solve. 

How did Israel become a country in the first place? 
Social and political developments in Europe, including severe anti-Semitism and the rise of 
nationalism, convinced Jews they needed their own country, and their ancestral homeland 
seemed like the right place to establish it. Between 1896 and 1948, hundreds of thousands of 
Jews resettled from Europe to what was then British-controlled Palestine, including large 
numbers forced out of Europe during the Holocaust. 

Many Arabs saw the influx of Jews as a European colonial movement, and the two peoples 
fought bitterly. The British couldn't control the violence, and in 1947 the United Nations voted to 
partition the land into two countries.  

The Jewish residents accepted the deal. The Palestinians, who saw the plan as an extension of a 
long-running Jewish attempt push them out of the land, fought against it. The Arab states of 
Egypt, Jordan, Iraq, and Syria declared war on Israel in 1948. 

In 1948, Israeli forces defeated the Palestinian militias and Arab armies in a vicious conflict. The 
UN partition promised 56 percent of British Palestine for the Jewish state; by the end of the war 
in 1949, Israel possessed 77 percent. Jordan controlled the West Bank and the eastern quarter of 
Jerusalem, and Egypt controlled the Gaza strip. The Palestinians were left without a state. 

!  !  
(BBC)  
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What is the Nakba? 
The 1948 war uprooted 700,000 Palestinians from their homes, creating a refugee crisis that is 
still not resolved. Palestinians call this mass eviction the Nakba — Arabic for "catastrophe" — 
and its legacy remains one of the most intractable issues in ongoing peace negotiations. 

Today, there are more than 7 million Palestinian refugees, defined as people displaced in 1948 
and their descendants. They live in the Palestinian territories (the West Bank and Gaza), and in 
the neighboring states of Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon. A core Palestinian demand in peace 
negotiations is some kind of justice for these refugees, most commonly in the form of the "right 
of return" to the homes their families abandoned in 1948. 

Israel can't accept the right of return without abandoning either its Jewish or democratic identity. 
Adding 7 million Arabs to Israel's population would make Jews a minority — Israel's total 
population is about 8 million, a number that includes the 1.5 million Arabs already there. So 
Israelis refuse to even consider including the right to return in any final status deal. 

One of the core problems in negotiations, then, is how to find a way to get justice for the 
refugees that both the Israeli and Palestinian people can accept. Ideas proposed so far 
include financial compensation and limited resettlement in Israel, but the two sides have never 
agreed on the details of how these would work. 

What is the West Bank? 
The West Bank is a chunk of land east of Israel that can be seen in the photo above. It's home to 
2.6 million Palestinians, and would make up the heart of any Palestinian state. After 1949 it was 
controlled by Jordan. Israel took control of it in 1967 and has allowed Jewish settlers to move in, 
but Palestinians and the international community consider it illegally occupied Palestinian land. 

In 1967, Israel fought a war with Egypt, Syria, and Jordan. In six days, Israel routed the Arab 
powers, taking the West Bank and East Jerusalem from Jordan. Israel has controlled the West 
Bank since the war. Israeli control of the West Bank has meant military administration of a 
territory full of Palestinians who want independence. 

The border between Israel and the West Bank would probably have to change in any peace deal. 
There are about 500,000 Jewish settlers living in the West Bank, many of whom live near the 
border with Israel proper. In a two-state deal, some of these settlers would have to leave the West 
Bank, while some border settlements would become Israeli land. In exchange, Israel would give 
over some of its territory to Palestine. These would be called "land swaps." No set of Israeli and 
Palestinian leaders have agreed on precisely where to draw the border. 

What are settlements, and why are they such a big deal? 
Settlements are communities of Jews in the West Bank. Some of the settlers move there for 
religious reasons, some because they want to claim the West Bank territory as Israeli land, and 
some because the housing there tends to be cheap and subsidized. The settlements are defended 
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by the Israeli military that occupies the West Bank. Settlements are generally considered to be a 
major impediment to peace. 

About 500,000 Israelis live in the settlements, of which there are about 130 scattered around the 
West Bank. Roughly 75 percent of settlers live on or near the West Bank border with Israel. 
Some of the settlements are vast communities that with tens of thousands of people and look like 
suburban developments.  

Settlements create what Israelis and Palestinians call "new facts on the ground." Palestinian 
communities are split apart and their connection to the land weakened, while Jewish 
communities put down roots in territory meant for Palestinians. In effect, it blurs or constrains 
the boundaries of any future Palestinian state. For some settlers, this is the point: they want the 
West Bank fully incorporated as Israeli territory and are trying to make that happen. 

The settlements and military occupation required to defend them makes life really difficult for 
Palestinians. Palestinians are excluded from certain Israeli-only roads and forced to go through a 
number of security checkpoints. 

 !  
(BBC) 

What is Jerusalem? 
Jerusalem is a city that straddles the border between Israel and the West Bank. It's home to some 
of the holiest sites in both Judaism and Islam, and so both Israel and Palestine want to make it 
their capital. How to split the city fairly remains one of the fundamental issues dividing Israelis 
and Palestinians. 
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For the first 20 years of Israel's existence, between 1948 and 1967, Jerusalem was divided 
between Israel and Jordan. Jordan controlled the Western Wall—one of Judaism’s holiest sites—
and the al-Aqsa Mosque and the Dome of the Rock—two of Islam’s important landmarks. 
During the 1967 war, Israel took control of East Jerusalem. 

Israel calls Jerusalem its undivided capital today, but almost no countries recognizes it as such. 
UN Security Council Resolution 478 condemns Israel's decision to annex East Jerusalem as a 
violation of international law and calls for a compromise solution. 

The United States consistently refused to recognize Jerusalem as Israel's capital, believing that 
doing so could spark violence and would fatally undermine the US' position as an honest broker 
between Israelis and Palestinians. President Trump decided to change that longstanding position 
in December 2017. The new American policy recognizes Jerusalem as Israel's capital and will 
begin the process of moving the embassy, but still allows for negotiations over what parts of the 
city would be permanently Israeli and what parts would be given to Palestine in the event of a 
peace agreement. 

Assuming Trump's policy doesn't completely derail any chances for a peace process, there are 
still serious practical issues surrounding the division of Jerusalem. Not only is there an issue of 
ensuring Israeli and Palestinian access to the holy sites, but Jews have moved in and around 
Jerusalem in huge numbers. They now make up about two-thirds of the city. 

What is Gaza? 
Gaza is a densely populated strip of land that is mostly 
surrounded by Israel and populated almost exclusively by 
Palestinians. Israel used to have a military presence in 
Gaza, but withdrew unilaterally in 2005. Gaza is 
currently under Israeli blockade. 

Egypt controlled Gaza until 1967, when Israel occupied it 
(along with the West Bank) in the 1967 War. Until 2005, 
Israeli military authorities controlled Gaza in the same 
way they control the West Bank, and Jews were permitted 
to settle there. In 2005, Israel pulled out troops and 
settlers unilaterally. 
  
Gaza is governed by the Islamist group Hamas, which 
formed in 1987 as a militant "resistance" group against 
Israel and won political power in a 2006 election. 
Hamas's takeover of Gaza prompted an Israeli blockade 
of the flow of commercial goods into Gaza, on the 
grounds that Hamas could use those goods to make 
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weapons to be used against Israel. Israel has eased the blockade over time, but the cutoff of basic 
supplies like fuel still does significant humanitarian harm by cutting off access 
to electricity, food, and medicine. 

Hamas and other Gaza-based militants have fired thousands of rockets from the territory at 
Israeli targets. Israel has launched a number of military operations in Gaza, including an air 
campaign and ground invasion in late 2008 and early 2009, a major bombing campaign in 2012, 
and another air/ground assault in the summer of 2014. 

What is the Palestine Liberation Organization and the Palestinian Authority?  
The Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) is the national representative of the Palestinian 
people. It runs the Palestinian Authority (PA), the semi-autonomous government tasked with 
managing the Palestinian territories until it makes a deal with Israel. 

However, the PLO runs the government only in the West Bank and not in Gaza, which is 
governed by Hamas. The PLO conducts peace talks on behalf of the Palestinians, but its 
authority to implement those deals has been hampered because Hamas controls Gaza. 

In the first decades after its 1964 creation, the PLO sought to destroy Israel and replace it with an 
entirely Palestinian state. Fatah's founder, Yasser Arafat, employed military tactics toward this 
end, including attacks on Israeli civilians. This changed in 1993, when the PLO accepted Israel's 
right to exist in exchange for Israel recognizing it as the legitimate representative of Palestinians. 
That was the beginning of real peace negotiations between the two sides. 

The PLO's current chair is the relatively moderate Mahmoud Abbas, who is opposed to violence. 

What is Hamas? 
Hamas is a Palestinian Islamist political organization and militant group that has waged war on 
Israel since the group's 1987 founding, most notably through suicide bombings and rocket 
attacks. It seeks to replace Israel with a Palestinian state. It governs Gaza independently of the 
Palestinian Authority. The organization also offers Palestinians a robust network of social 
services, which it developed as an alternative to deeply corrupt PA institutions. 

Why are the United States and Israel so friendly? 
This is a controversial question. Though American support for Israel is massive, including 
billions of dollars in aid and reliable diplomatic backing, experts disagree sharply on why. 

Initially, during the Cold War, the United States viewed Israel as a key buffer against Soviet 
influence in the Middle East and supported it accordingly. The American-Israeli alliance didn't 
really cement until around 1973, when American aid helped save Israel from a surprise invasion 
from Soviet-backed Arab states. (This was known as the October War of 1973. It was the last war 
between Israel and its neighboring Arab states). 
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Since the Cold War, the foundation of the strong relationship between Israel and the United 
States has shifted. Explanations include a shared goal of fighting Islamist terrorism, U.S. 
ideological affinity for Israeli democracy, and popular American support for Israel. One 
controversial theory suggests that the pro-Israel lobby, which includes pro-Israeli businesses and 
think tanks, pressures U.S. politicians to support Israel.  

Despite this fundamentally close relationship, there are occasionally tensions between Israeli and 
American officials. This was particularly true under U.S. President Barack Obama and Israeli 
Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu; the two leaders clashed regularly over issues like 
settlements. However, the Trump administration has led to renewed warmth in the Israeli-
American relationship, culminating in Trump's December decision to formally recognize 
Jerusalem as Israel's capital.  

What was the Oslo peace process? 
The Oslo peace process was an American-mediated effort to broker a peace treaty between 
Israelis and Palestinians in the 1990s. The goal was a "final status agreement," which would 
establish a Palestinian state in Gaza and the West Bank in exchange for Palestinians agreeing to 
permanently end attacks on Israeli targets — a formula often called "land for peace." 

Many people believed the peace process ended in 2000-01. Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat 
rejected an offer from his Israeli counterpart, Ehud Barak, at the Camp David Summit, which he 
felt did not address Palestinian concerns. The years immediately following saw a bout of 
violence known as the second intifada. 

Despite the failure, the general Oslo "land for peace" framework remains the dominant American 
and international approach to resolving the conflict. The Bush administration pushed its own 
update on Oslo, called the "road map," and the Obama administration made the peace process 
a significant foreign policy priority. Both administrations failed to achieve a peace deal. The 
Trump administration has not formally abandoned this formula, but has yet to take any 
significant actions to advance it. Recognizing Jerusalem as the capital will undermine Palestinian 
faith in the United States. 

What are the “two-state solution” and the “one-state solution”? 
These are the two broad ways the Israeli-Palestinian conflict might end. 

The "two-state solution" would create an independent Israel and Palestine, and is the mainstream 
approach to resolving the conflict. The idea is that Israelis and Palestinians want to run their 
countries differently; Israelis want a Jewish state, and Palestinians want a Palestinian one. 
Because neither side can get what it wants in a joined state, the only possible solution that 
satisfies everyone involves separating Palestinians and Israelis. 

The "one-state solution" would merge Israel, the West Bank, and the Gaza Strip into one big 
country. It comes in two versions. One, favored by some leftists and Palestinians, would create a 
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single democratic country. Arab Muslims would outnumber Jews, thus ending Israel as a Jewish 
state. The other version, favored by some rightists and Israelis, would involve Israel annexing the 
West Bank and either forcing out Palestinians or denying them the right to vote. Virtually the 
entire world, including most Israelis, rejects this option as an unacceptable human rights 
violation. 

Most polling suggests that both Israelis and Palestinians prefer a two-state solution. However, the 
inability of Israelis and Palestinians to come to two-state terms has led to a recent surge in 
interest in a one-state solution, partly out of a sense of hopelessness and partly out of fear that if 
the sides cannot negotiate a two-state solution, a de facto one-state outcome will be inevitable. 

How do the current Israeli and Palestinian governments approach the conflict? 
Warily. Neither side thinks the other is in any position to make a real deal, and it's not exactly 
clear how the United States government could change their minds. 

Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas doesn't trust the Israeli government, which is currently led 
by a right-wing coalition. Settlement expansion is one of the main reasons; settlement 
construction reached a seven-year high under Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's 
leadership. Abbas sees the rapid expansion during Netanyahu's time in office as strong evidence 
that Israel is attempting to make a Palestinian state impossible. 

Netanyahu has been a critic of a two-state solution to the conflict for decades, and while he's 
expressed support for one now in theory, many believe his commitment isn't genuine.  

But while campaigning during the 2015 Israeli election, which his party won fairly resoundingly, 
Netanyahu announced that there would be no Palestinian state under his watch. It's a statement 
he's tried to walk back, but one that's consistent with his long-held belief that Palestinians can't 
be trusted to be peaceful neighbors. 

Israel has real reasons to be skeptical of the Palestinian side. One major one is the Hamas-PA 
split. Since Hamas took control of Gaza, Israel has been concerned that any peace agreement 
with the Palestinian Authority wouldn't stick in Gaza, where it has no real control. That's 
especially worrying for the Israeli leadership given Hamas's public commitment to Israel's 
destruction. Moreover, it's not clear that Abbas could sell Palestinians on the concessions he'd 
inevitably need to make in order to make a deal with Israel. 

The two sides' basic skepticism of each other's willingness and ability to make peace is the 
fundamental reason that the peace push led by US Secretary of State John Kerry fell apart in 
April 2014. Since then, the Palestinians have turned toward a pressure campaign designed to 
isolate Israel internationally and put pressure on the Israeli leadership to make peace, which has 
had little success. 
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Oslo Explained 
Al Jazeera America, September 13, 2013 

Note: This article explains how the Oslo peace process began in the 1990s. Its main point is that 
the process failed in part because of major domestic opposition in both Israel and Palestine to a 
peace deal. This opposition spilled into violence. Students should keep in mind that after a 
century of violent conflict, tensions run deep between ordinary Israelis and ordinary Palestinians. 

~ 

In 1993, Israeli and Palestinian leaders signed an agreement to resolve their conflict 
peacefully. Why did it fail? 

What were the Oslo Accords?  
The Oslo Accords marked the first time that the State of Israel and the Palestine Liberation 
Organization (PLO) formally recognized one another, and publicly committed to negotiate a 
solution to their decades-long conflict based on territorial compromise.  
 
The accords did not stipulate, but implied, the creation of a Palestinian state alongside Israel. 
That two-state vision required Israel to abandon its negation of Palestinian claims to national 
sovereignty, and Palestinians accept that such claims would be limited to only a small part of the 
entire territory of historic Palestine for which the PLO had been fighting, recognizing Israel’s 
sovereignty over the remainder. 

How did the Oslo Accords envisage getting to peace?  
The Oslo Accords were not a peace treaty. Instead, they established interim governance 
arrangements and a framework to facilitate negotiations for a final treaty, which would be 
concluded by the end of 1998. 

Oslo transferred control of the major Palestinian cities in the West Bank and Gaza Strip from the 
Israeli military to a newly-created Palestinian Authority, an interim structure to oversee 
administration and security in those areas. 

The hope was that limited Palestinian self-government and incremental Israeli withdrawal would 
boost mutual trust that would empower leaders on both sides to negotiate final-status agreements 
on the thorniest issues—including Jerusalem, the fate of Palestinian refugees and Israeli 
settlements, borders and security. 

How did the Oslo Accords come about? 
The Palestinian mass uprising known as the intifada that began in 1987 failed in its goal of 
ending Israel's occupation of the West Bank and Gaza Strip, but nonetheless proved to be a 
game-changer. Images of teenagers throwing stones at tanks won international sympathy for the 
Palestinian cause and deepened many Israelis' disquiet about the continued occupation. It also 
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prompted PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat to shift his movement's strategy in November 1988, from 
seeking to reverse the creation of Israel in 1948 with its attendant displacement of the 
Palestinians, to seeking Palestinian statehood in the West Bank and Gaza Strip. 

President George H. W. Bush responded, in partnership with the former Soviet Union, by 
promoting new peace efforts between Israel, Jordan, Syria, Lebanon and the Palestinians. But the 
substantive talks between Israeli and PLO officials were conducted in secret in Oslo, Norway's 
capital, and by August, 1993 the two sides had agreed on a "Declaration of Principles." 

On Sept. 9, 1993, Arafat sent Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin a letter in which he stated that 
the PLO renounced armed resistance, vowed to amend the Palestine National Charter to remove 
its call for the destruction of Israel and pledged to uphold U.N. Security Council Resolution 242, 
which created a framework allowing for Palestinian statehood in exchange for Israeli security. 

Rabin responded by recognizing the PLO as the legitimate representative of the Palestinian 
people and promising to negotiate peace with its leadership. Four days later, the two leaders met 
on the White House lawn for a ceremonial signing of the Oslo Accords.  

How did Israelis and Palestinians react to the Oslo Accords?  
The agreement signed between Arafat and Rabin was controversial for many Israelis and 
Palestinians. 

Israelis on the right opposed dealing with the PLO, a group it considered a terrorist organization. 
Israeli settlers feared that Rabin's land-for-peace formula would result in their eviction from land 
they regarded as theirs by Biblical right, even if the United Nations had ruled their settlements 
were a violation of international law.  
 
Among Palestinians, supporters of Arafat's Fatah movement accepted Oslo as an unfortunate, but 
necessary, compromise. But rival groups such as Hamas, Islamic Jihad and the Popular Front for 
the Liberation of Palestine refused to recognize Israel, and warned that a two-state solution 
would betray the aspirations of Palestinian refugees to return to land inside Israel lost during the 
"Nakba" of 1948. 

There were skeptics on both sides when the Oslo Accords were signed, and their number only 
grew as the process failed to deliver on its promise.  
 
How did the Oslo Accords break down? 
There was no single moment when the Oslo Accords can be said to have broken down. Instead, 
they saw a steady process of decline as both sides accused one another of failing to implement 
key aspects of the agreements. 

A 1994 massacre by an Israeli settler in Hebron fueled Palestinian anger, and then, in 1995, a 
right-wing Israeli gunman assassinated Rabin at a peace rally. The following year, after a series 
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of Hamas bomb attacks on civilian targets had fueled outrage in Israel, Rabin's successor Shimon 
Peres was beaten at the polls by Likud leader Benjamin Netanyahu, who had led opposition to 
Oslo. 

Netanyahu was ousted in 1999 by Ehud Barak, but by then mutual distrust and hostility ran deep, 
and President Bill Clinton's effort to broker a final-status agreement at Camp David in 2000 
ended in failure. The peace process was now eclipsed by an increasingly violent second intifada 
that inflicted heavy casualties on both sides, and which shifted the international diplomatic tide 
against the Palestinians. The following year, Israel elected another Likud leader, Ariel Sharon, 
who vowed to end the Oslo Accords.  
 
Sporadic attempts to restart talks over the past decade have produced no further progress towards 
a final-status agreement. Instead, the Oslo Accords' interim arrangements have become a new 
status quo. 

Factors often cited for the failure to conclude the Oslo process include: 
• Imbalance of power between the two sides 
• Failure of the United States to serve as a tough but impartial mediator 
• Growing influence of opponents of compromise—settlers on the Israeli side, Hamas on the 

Palestinian side 
• The gulf between the maximum Israel has been willing to offer and the minimum that 

Palestinians are willing to accept 
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Camp David: The Tragedy of Errors 
Robert Malley and Hussein Agha, The New York Review of Books, August 9, 2001.  

Note: The Oslo peace process of the 1990s culminated in the 2000 Camp David Summit, a last 
ditch effort to reach a peace deal. At the summit, U.S. President Bill Clinton brokered 
negotiations between Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak and PLO Chairman Yasir Arafat. Israel 
ended up making a peace offer—but Arafat rejected it, arguing that the offer did not meet 
Palestinian demands.  

This essay—excerpts of which appear below—was written by two people involved in the 
negotiations. They argue that Arafat was justified in rejecting the Israeli offer because the offer 
was unfair. They argue, more broadly, that the Oslo process failed because the United States was 
not an honest broker. As a close ally of Israel, the United States was more sensitive to Israeli 
demands than Palestinian demands. The constraints on America’s effectiveness as a peace broker 
in the 1990s also apply today. Palestinians do not have confidence in the United States to be a 
neutral mediator, especially with Trump as president. 

This opens a possible line of argumentation for the pro side: would China, who is neutral, be able 
to broker a peace deal?  

~ 

Given both the mistrust and tactical clumsiness that characterized the two sides, the United 
States faced a formidable challenge at Camp David. 

The United States had several different roles in the negotiations, complex and often 
contradictory: as principal broker of the putative peace deal; as guardian of the peace process; as 
Israel’s strategic ally; and as its cultural and political partner. The ideas it put forward throughout 
the process bore the imprint of each. 

As the broker of the agreement, the President was expected to present a final deal that Yasir 
Arafat could not refuse. Indeed, that notion was the premise of Ehud Barak’s attraction to a 
summit. But the United States’ ability to play the part was hamstrung by two of its other roles. 
First, America’s political and cultural affinity with Israel translated into an acute sensitivity to 
Israeli domestic concerns and an exaggerated appreciation of Israel’s substantive moves. 
American officials initially were taken aback when Barak indicated he could accept a division of 
Jerusalem or Palestinian sovereignty over many of Jerusalem’s Arab neighborhoods—a reaction 
that reflected less an assessment of what a “fair solution” ought to be than a sense of what the 
Israeli public could stomach. The US team often pondered whether Barak could sell a given 
proposal to his people, including some he himself had made. The question rarely, if ever, was 
asked about Arafat. 
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A second constraint on the US derived from its strategic relationship with Israel. One 
consequence of this was the “no-surprise rule,” an American commitment, if not to clear, at least 
to share in advance, each of its ideas with Israel. Because Barak’s strategy precluded early 
exposure of his bottom lines to anyone (the President included), he would invoke the “no-
surprise rule” to argue against US substantive proposals he felt went too far. The US ended up 
(often unwittingly) presenting Israeli negotiating positions and couching them as rock-bottom 
red lines beyond which Israel could not go. Faced with Arafat’s rejection, Clinton would obtain 
Barak’s acquiescence in a somewhat improved proposal, and present it to the Palestinians as, 
once again, the best any Israeli could be expected to do. With the US playing an endgame 
strategy (“this is it!”) in what was in fact the middle of the game (“well, perhaps not”), the result 
was to depreciate the assets Barak most counted on for the real finale: the Palestinians’ 
confidence in Clinton, US credibility, and America’s ability to exercise effective pressure. Nor 
was the US tendency to justify its ideas by referring to Israeli domestic concerns the most 
effective way to persuade the Palestinians to make concessions. In short, the “no-surprise rule” 
held a few surprises of its own. In a curious, boomerang-like effect, it helped convince the 
Palestinians that any US idea, no matter how forthcoming, was an Israeli one, and therefore both 
immediately suspect and eminently negotiable. 

Seven years of fostering the peace process, often against difficult odds, further eroded the United 
States’ effectiveness at this critical stage. The deeper Washington’s investment in the process, the 
greater the stake in its success, and the quicker the tendency to indulge either side’s whims and 
destructive behavior for the sake of salvaging it. US threats and deadlines too often were ignored 
as Israelis and Palestinians appeared confident that the Americans were too busy running after 
the parties to think seriously of walking away. 

Yet for all that, the United States had an important role in shaping the content of the proposals. 
One of the more debilitating effects of the visible alignment between Israel and the United States 
was that it obscured the real differences between them. Time and again, and usually without the 
Palestinians being aware of it, the President sought to convince the Prime Minister to accept 
what until then he had refused—among them the principle of land swaps, Palestinian sovereignty 
over at least part of Arab East Jerusalem and, after Camp David, over the Haram al-Sharif, as 
well as a significantly reduced area of Israeli annexation. This led Barak to comment to the 
President that, on matters of substance, the US was much closer to the Palestinians’ position than 
to Israel’s. This was only one reflection of a far wider pattern of divergence between Israeli and 
American positions—yet one that has systematically been ignored by Palestinians and other 
Arabs alike. 

This inability to grasp the complex relationship between Washington and Tel Aviv cost Arafat 
dearly. By failing to put forward clear proposals, the Palestinians deprived the Americans of the 
instrument they felt they needed to further press the Israelis, and it led them to question both the 
seriousness of the Palestinians and their genuine desire for a deal. As the President repeatedly 
told Arafat during Camp David, he was not expecting him to agree to US or Israeli proposals, but 
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he was counting on him to say something he could take back to Barak to get him to move some 
more. “I need something to tell him,” he implored. “So far, I have nothing.” 

Ultimately, the path of negotiation imagined by the Americans—get a position that was close to 
Israel’s genuine bottom line; present it to the Palestinians; get a counterproposal from them; 
bring it back to the Israelis—took more than one wrong turn. It started without a real bottom line, 
continued without a counterproposal, and ended without a deal. 

… 
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The Middle Kingdom and the Middle East: China’s Foreign Policy 
Interests 

Will China Interfere in the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict? 
Yiyi Chen, The Middle East Institute, May 6, 2015 

Note: The Chinese original version of this article, written by a renowned China scholar on the 
Middle East, appears below the English version. The article argues that China will eventually try 
and broker a peace deal to protect its economic interests in the Middle East—and that China 
makes a better broker than the United States. 

~ 

In June 1954, the leaders of China, India, and Burma (now Myanmar) issued a joint statement 
affirming the Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence―mutual respect for sovereignty and 
territorial integrity, mutual non-aggression, non-interference in each other's internal affairs, 
equality and mutual benefit, and peaceful coexistence―as the basis for conducting international 
relations. Since then, China has adhered strictly to the principle of non-interference in other 
countries’ domestic turmoil, as displayed prominently over the past several years in Beijing’s 
response to the Syrian civil war. 

However, this is not true in the shuttle diplomacy China is practicing with respect to the conflicts 
in Sudan and South Sudan. There, Chinese state-owned enterprises (mainly the China National 
Petroleum Company) have invested heavily in the oil fields of Sudan for decades, and in the oil 
infrastructure of South Sudan since its independence in 2011. China’s “crossing the water by 
feeling the stones” style of changing its non-interference policy is happening not just in Sudan 
but also in many other parts of Africa and, on a smaller scale, in other parts of the world. 

China’s rationale could not be simpler: protect investments. Indeed, in all of the places where 
China has decided to “interfere,” significant Chinese economic interests are exposed to potential 
harm if local conflicts or political turmoil are allowed to fester. In 2009, China surpassed the 
United States as Africa’s largest trading partner, and China has become the third-largest source of 
foreign direct investment (FDI) worldwide. Chinese political activism has clearly increased—if 
thus far only selectively and incrementally—alongside its booming international trade. 

According to this logic, therefore, China is destined to interfere in the conflict between Israel and 
Palestine. After all, China has acquired, either in full or in part, multiple Israeli companies of 
significant size. Both Chinese and Israeli companies are benefiting from partnering with each 
other in the high-tech startup field, with venture capital and private equity deals encompassing 
Beijing’s Zhongguancun—popularly referred to as “China’s Silicon Valley”—and Israel’s Silicon 
Wadi. 
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Although Chinese economic involvement with the Palestinians is not as extensive, Beijing 
understands well the importance of its role as an “old friend” of the Palestine Liberation 
Organization. Lackluster support for the Palestinian cause would not only bring complaints from 
Arab states but also damage China’s hard-earned international image as an advocate of justice in 
the developing world. Every November, Beijing continues to hold a reception commemorating 
the “International Day of Solidarity with the Palestinian People.” President Xi Jinping sent a 
congratulatory letter to the commemoration in 2014, a rare show of China's increased attention to 
the Palestinian cause, a sign no Arab country would miss. Besides, China considers having a 
supportive stance on the Palestinian issue a means of easing tensions with its own Muslim 
minorities, a crucial element in Beijing’s New Silk Road Economic Belt vision. 

The Middle East serves not only as China’s indispensable source of fossil fuels but also as a vast 
market for Chinese-produced commodities and products. Though China has tried to diversify its 
energy sources and thereby reduce its dependence on Middle East producers, these efforts have 
proven only modestly successful. Russia is neither a reliable nor an economical alternative, 
judging from, among other things, the cost of transporting Russian oil to China by pipeline. 
Beijing has also learned the high cost of seeking to maintain stability in African countries. 
Therefore, compared to the alternatives, working cooperatively with the existing guarantor of 
order in the Middle East—the United States—is not a bad option. Being called a “free rider” for 
doing so is merely a nuisance. And in any case, a would-be driver needs first to be a rider in 
order to learn how to drive―a fact the United States would do well to acknowledge if it wants 
China to learn how to contribute to stability in troubled regions of the world. 

Also motivating China to become more involved in solving the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is the 
desire to achieve balance in its relations with the United States. With growing tensions between 
China and the United States regarding the handling of territorial disputes in East Asia, China 
sometimes seeks to test vulnerabilities in the United States’ own “backyard,” whether in the 
Middle East or South America. No issue in the Middle East has consumed more resources and 
caused more chronic pain for the United States than the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Each 
successive U.S. administration has started a new round of initiatives aimed at improving 
relations between the two parties, but all attempts have ended with a larger Israel and a smaller, 
more fragmented Palestine. 

Though China is now tempted to involve itself in resolution of the conflict, and the risks and 
rewards of potential steps are being discussed internally, the temptation is not being acted upon. 
Beijing still defers to U.S. leadership—and ownership—of the matter. For the most part, this is 
because China does not yet have a clear, coherent Middle East policy or a group of experts and 
policymakers with a well-honed strategy for approaching the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, let 
alone resolving it. 

China understands that it needs to find a way out of the vicious cycle that has repeatedly doomed 
U.S. efforts to mediate the conflict. Fortunately, many of the factors that complicate U.S. efforts 
are almost nonexistent in China. China does not have a large Jewish population, and its political 
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system is almost completely immune to lobbying pressure and to the complexities of inter- and 
intra-party politics. Moreover, China not only has a cozy relationship with Israel, but also with 
all of Israel’s adversaries, such as Iran, Syria, and Turkey. 

As for the Arab countries, their stance might be more complicated than it seems on the surface. 
Although there is a "comprehensive" Arab Peace Initiative that China supports, the plan is 
already outdated due to the many new Israeli settlements and the many lives taken in the armed 
conflicts that have occurred since it was first proposed in 2002 (and later re-endorsed in 2007). 
Besides, the political balance in the Middle East has changed dramatically in the past five years. 
Both the Israelis and the Palestinians have altered their calculus, and it is harder than ever to get 
them to sit down at the negotiating table. Growing internal tensions among different Arab 
countries and Muslim sects, as well as the party politics within Israel, contribute to the conflict’s 
ever-increasing complexity. 

Nevertheless, as a country that itself has a long and complicated history in handling sophisticated 
multi-party conflicts (the Spring and Autumn and Warring States periods, for example), China is 
better equipped than the United States to come up with a comprehensive and culturally sensitive 
solution to the long conflict. By working bilaterally with all countries in the Middle East, China 
will be able to exert greater pressure on them. Each country will be willing to give up more for 
long-term peace in the region because each realizes that it needs China more than China needs it. 
This is a position that the United States envies. 

Whether China is fully ready or not, the question now is when—not if—China will “interfere” in 
the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Perhaps, as with many Chinese initiatives during the past several 
decades, it is better to learn a new policy while in the process of implementing it. For the time 
being, it is likely that China will stick to making strong diplomatic statements regarding 
resolution of the conflict while preparing for the day when Washington invites Beijing to 
participate fully in the peace process. 

~ 

中国会对巴以冲突进⾏⼲预吗？

中国、印度和缅甸的领导⼈在1954年提出了处理国际关系的五项基本原则，即互相尊重主

权和领⼟完整、互不侵犯、互不⼲涉内政、平等互利以及和平共处。从那时起，每当他国

陷⼊内部动乱，中国都坚称⾃⼰会严格遵循不⼲预的原则，⽽近期⼀个明显的例证便是在

过去⼏年⾥中国处理叙利亚内战的⽅式。
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然⽽，中国在⾯对苏丹和南苏丹冲突时所进⾏的穿梭外交证明了事实也许并⾮如此。中国

的国有企业——主要是中国⽯油天然⽓集团公司（CNPC）——已在最近数⼗年间为开采

苏丹的油⽥注⼊了巨资，⽽⾃南苏丹独⽴以来，亦对该国的⽯油基础设施进⾏投资。中国

对其不⼲预政策所进⾏的“摸着⽯头过河”式的改良，不仅仅局限于苏丹，也同样发⽣在⾮

洲的许多其他地区。在2009年中国已经超过美国成为⾮洲最⼤的贸易合作伙伴。事实上，

鉴于中国已经成长为全球第三⼤的外商直接投资发起国，这种转变也发⽣在⾮洲以外，尽

管规模要⼩得多。

这其中的道理再简单不过了：⾃⼰投资的风险需要⾃⼰来应付。中国在所有决定进⾏“⼲

预”的地⽅都有着巨⼤的经济利益。⽽且，如果任由当地的冲突或政局动荡发展下去，这

种利益极有可能遭到损害。

按照这个逻辑，中国注定会对巴以之间的冲突进⾏⼲预。现在的中国想从这张⼀个世纪以

来中东冲突的温床中脱离开来已经越来越难了。中国业已收购了多家以⾊列⼤公司的全部

或者部分股份。中以两国企业在⾼科技和创业领域的合作中收获颇丰，⽽相应的风险投资

和私募股权投资也活跃于北京的中关村、美国的硅⾕与以⾊列的“硅溪”（Silicon Wadi，

以⾊列⾼科技聚集地）。

尽管相较之下中国与巴勒斯坦的经贸往来明显逊⾊，但是作为巴解组织的⽼朋友，中国⾮

常清楚如果不⽀持巴勒斯坦不仅会招致阿拉伯世界的不满，还会损害其得来不易的国际形

象——那就是作为发展中国家的领军者坚持在国际事务中提倡公平与正义。北京依然会在

每年⼗⼀⽉为纪念“声援巴勒斯坦⼈民国际⽇”举⾏招待会。习近平主席还曾在2014年向这

个活动致贺电，⽽这⼀点是中东地区的任何⼀个阿拉伯国家都不会忽视的，因为这个罕见

的举动表明中国正在愈发关注巴勒斯坦问题。此外，在西北地区的民族冲突让⼈焦头烂额

之际，中国认为⽀持巴勒斯坦可以从某种程度上缓和中央政府与穆斯林少数民族之间的⽭

盾，尤其是后者已经成为中国“⼀带⼀路”（“丝绸之路经济带”和“21世纪海上丝绸之路”）

战略中的⼀个关键因素。
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中东地区不仅仅是中国不可或缺的⽯化能源产地，也是其货物产品的⼴阔市场。尽管中国

曾为了减少对中东国家的依赖⽽尝试过加强能源供应的多元化，这种努⼒从某种程度来看

并不划算。考虑到把油⽓从俄罗斯运输到中国所需管线的签约价格以及其他各种因素，把

俄罗斯作为能源供应国其实并⾮那么可靠和廉价。中国也已经明⽩为了维护⾮洲多个资源

⼤国的稳定得付出何等巨⼤的代价。相较之下，与美国这个中东地区的已有秩序维护者维

持良好的合作关系并不失为⼀种上策。尽管美国对中国“搭顺风车”的指责让⼈⽣厌，但是

如果美国真⼼希望中国为该地区的稳定尽⼀份⼒，也就⾃然要明⽩：上车是学会开车的第

⼀步。

维持国际关系中的均势是另⼀个促使中国⼲预巴以冲突的因素。在过去的五年⾥，该地区

的25个国家所获得的媒体关注⽐世界上任何⼀个国家集团或者区域都要多。随着中美之间

关于中国与其邻国边界纠纷的争论愈演愈烈，很多时候中国认为⾃⼰也有必要抓住⼀两个

美国外交政策中的软肋——⽆论是在中东还是在拉美这个美国的“后院”。在中东的所有冲

突中，让美国消耗了最多资源并且还给其造成了最漫长创伤的莫过于巴以冲突了。每⼀届

美国政府都会发起新⼀轮的倡议来试图改善双⽅的现状，但是基本上每⼀次的结果都导致

以⾊列愈发强势⽽巴勒斯坦⽅⾯愈发分崩离析。虽然中国有⼼去化解巴以冲突，但是国内

也⼀直在争辩这种尝试会否弄脏⾃⼰的双⼿。所以⽬前在国际上，中国依然接受美国在这

个问题上所占据的主导地位。

这种⽭盾局⾯的出现很⼤程度上是因为不仅中国政府并没有⼀个清晰的中东政策，其专家

和政策制定者也缺乏明确的战略构想或具体策略来研究巴以问题，更别说解决这场冲突了。

中国已经开始考虑到如果加⼊到和谈的努⼒中来，将会受到哪些⽅⾯因素的影响了。中国

明⽩⾸先要站在美国的肩膀上发挥好⾃⼰的⽀持性作⽤，但是同时又必须跳出让美国⼈深

陷其中的恶性循环。令⼈庆幸的是，很多动摇美国⼈努⼒的因素在中国都基本不存在。⾸

先，中国没有⼀个庞⼤的犹太群体；其次，中国的政治体系也使得其既不受任何游说集团

的压⼒，也不会陷⼊多党政治的纷争；另外，中国不仅与以⾊列还与它的所有对头——例

如伊朗、叙利亚和⼟⽿其——都保持着良好的关系。
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⽽阿拉伯国家的⽴场也许⽐其表⾯上展现出来的更加复杂。尽管中国还在⽀持⼀份所谓

“全⾯的”阿拉伯和平倡议，但是考虑到以⾊列新修建的定居点以及最近⼗年来武装冲突给

双⽅造成的⼤量⼈员伤亡，这个在2002年提出并在2007年重启的⽅案其实早已过时。此

外，在过去的五年⾥，中东各个政治⼒量间的平衡已经发⽣了翻天覆地的变化，同时巴以

双⽅也都重新打量彼此并改变了⾃⾝的策略，这使得双⽅已经越来越难坐到同⼀张谈判桌

前了。⽕上浇油的是阿拉伯世界各个穆斯林宗派之间的内部纷争有增⽆减，⽽以⾊列国内

的政治⽭盾也层出不穷。

尽管如此，中国作为⼀个拥有漫长⽽复杂历史的国度，有着从春秋战国时期开始积累的处

理多⽅冲突的丰富经验，所以中国应该要能对这样⼀个在⽂化层⾯上都相当敏感的冲突构

思出⼀个全⾯的解决⽅案。如果中东各国意识到在未来⽐起中国需要它们，它们更需要中

国，那么中国可以通过与中东各国开展的双边合作，采取⼀些更强硬的⼿段要求相关各⽅

为长远的和平做出⼀些合理的让步。这⼀点也许是当下的美国所⼒所不及的。

⽆论中国是否做好了充分的准备，现在的问题都是中国将何时⼲预，⽽不是会否⼲预巴以

冲突。相⽐起过去⼏年⾥在倡议巴以和谈时只说不做，或许中国能在实践的过程中更好地

学习如何解决国际冲突。⽬前，中国随时可能会为解决冲突发表更强硬的外交声明，同时

为美国邀请中国参与到和谈的努⼒中来营造氛围；⽽未来中国的加⼊，很可能会为改变现

状起到关键性的作⽤。
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Playing the peacemaker? China hosts Israeli and Palestinian leaders and touts 
its peacemaking credentials 
The Economist, May 11, 2013 

Note: This article discusses the separate visits of Netanyahu and Abbas to Beijing in 2013. 
During Abbas’ visit, Xi announced a “four-point proposal” for resolving the conflict—but The 
Economist argues that this was largely symbolic. 

~ 

There are about 20km—and lots of checkpoints—between the official residence in Jerusalem of 
Binyamin Netanyahu, the Israeli prime minister, and the headquarters in Ramallah of Mahmoud 
Abbas, the Palestinian president. This week, as both leaders made simultaneous official visits to 
China, care was taken to keep a much greater distance between them. Their itineraries put them 
in different cities at all times. 

Ever since the 1970s, America has dominated the geopolitics of the Middle East. Inevitably, this 
week’s visits prompted the idea that a rising China might be dabbling in the superpower sport of 
brokering peace between the Jews and the Arabs. 

Chinese experts spoke enthusiastically of this possibility in the national media. Hua Chunying, a 
spokeswoman for China’s foreign ministry, did her share to foster speculation about a potentially 
dramatic development, saying before the visits that “If the leaders of Palestine and Israel have 
the will to meet in China, China is willing to offer necessary assistance.” 

In the end there was no handshake, nor was one ever likely. China’s rising political and economic 
might, and its growing appetite for energy, mean it has more at stake in the Middle East than it 
used to, but it still lacks the clout to knock heads together. Chinese aid to the Palestinian side is 
dwarfed by what America and others give. And despite growing bilateral trade and technology 
ties, China “is in no position to coerce Israel to do anything it doesn’t want,” says Robert Ross of 
Boston College. 

Nor is it clear that China really has any desire to involve itself more deeply. It may seem as if 
China wants to play a bigger role, says Yin Gang of China’s Academy of Social Sciences, but the 
truth is that it is outsiders who really want this. “We have enough problems in our own 
neighborhood.” Mr Yin predicts that China’s newly installed government will barely change the 
country’s long-standing policy of calling for peace, criticising the use of force and urging 
dialogue. 

Meeting Mr Abbas in Beijing on May 6th, China’s new president, Xi Jinping, did just that. State 
media gave heavy coverage to the “four-point proposal” put forward by Mr Xi, but in its details 
the statement offered little that had not been said before, either by China or by other more 
established peace-brokers. His statement called for a settlement based on 1967 borders, a 
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negotiating framework of “land for peace”, and an end to settlement-building and violence 
against civilians. 

Such input from China, even if mainly symbolic, is probably more pleasing to Mr Abbas than to 
Mr Netanyahu. In the past China has been a strong supporter of the Palestinian cause. That 
stance has mellowed as China has become more pragmatic and less devoted to the brotherly 
solidarity it once showed for struggles in the poor world against colonialism and imperialism. In 
1992 it established diplomatic relations with Israel. 

There was one nasty diplomatic row in 2000 when America forced Israel to cancel the sale of an 
advanced radar system to China. Otherwise, ties have mostly been friendly and the value of 
bilateral trade has grown to nearly $10 billion. But, says Chen Yiyi, a scholar, Israel has yet to 
earn China’s sympathy. The number of pro-Palestinian articles in Chinese newspapers has 
increased dramatically in the past two decades. China is already pro-Palestine, wrote Mr Chen 
in Global Times, a state-run newspaper. “We can safely assume that the Chinese stance…in 
future will be as pro-Palestinian as today, if not more so.” 

Foreign diplomats say Mr Netanyahu was never likely to show more than polite interest in 
Chinese involvement in the Palestinian issue. The public focus of his visit was on trade deals. 
The private focus was expected to be on China’s help in restraining Iran’s nuclear ambitions. 
The worsening crisis in Syria also overshadowed Mr Netanyahu’s visit. China was quick to urge 
restraint after Israeli air strikes but scholars say Syria is not a big Chinese concern and, because 
China can buy its oil elsewhere, could present an opportunity for China to advance other policy 
goals it sees as more important. 

The Chinese priority in Syria, as in so much else, is how to work with the United States. Some 
Chinese academics see hopeful signs that John Kerry, America’s new secretary of state, is less 
committed to the American “pivot” towards Asia than was his predecessor, Hillary Clinton. 
When China and Russia vetoed a UN Security Council peace plan for Syria in February 2012, 
Mrs Clinton called the move “despicable”. Says Mr Ross: “It may be time for China to figure out 
how they can start helping the United States in Syria.” 
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China Can Posture, But It Can’t Bring Peace to the Middle East 
Time Magazine, May 7, 2013 

Note: This article also discusses the 2013 visits. It makes the contention that China is not yet 
positioned to be a peace broker for the conflict, that its offer to broker a peace was largely 
symbolic, and that only the United States can serve as a mediator. Has the situation changed 
since 2013?  

~ 

China’s surprising offer on Tuesday to referee peace in the Middle East offers an enticing 
narrative. Having emerged over the last generation as an economic colossus and budding military 
power, the People’s Republic might seem like a logical candidate to attempt what other global 
heavyweights so far have failed to achieve: a resolution to the Arab-Israeli conflict. Beijing made 
a good show of trying this week, which began with both Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin 
Netanyahu and Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas on tour in China — Abbas 
rotating out of Beijing as Netanyahu prepared to arrive, after a couple of days in Shanghai. In 
talks with the white-haired Palestinian, renowned for his commitment to a negotiated peace with 
Israel, Chinese President Xi Jinping brought up a four-point plan to bring the century-old conflict 
to an end. Could it happen? 

“I can give you a one-word answer: no,” says Gerald Steinberg, professor of political studies at 
Bar Ilan University in Israel. “The Chinese are trying to be Europeans. They want to be global 
actors, and the way to be global actors is to claim that you have something to offer. They have 
good trade relations with Israel, but there’s a huge gap in terms of understanding the perceptions 
of the region.” 

The reality, Steinberg says, is that no country except the U.S. is trusted enough by both sides to 
serve as broker to peace talks — especially by Israel, which sees itself as persecuted and 
misunderstood by a world that does not understand its situation the way Americans do. Evidence 
of that “special relationship” also surfaced on Tuesday, in reports that Netanyahu has halted 
construction approvals for Jewish settlements on the West Bank, apparently as a gesture aimed at 
resuming talks with Palestinians whose eventual state would be built on the same land. The 
informal freeze, if that’s what it is, comes after months of efforts by President Obama’s new 
Secretary of State, John Kerry, to coax a resumption of peace talks. The process has gone on for 
two decades, and spans groaning shelves of proposals, provisions and plans. What Xi heralded in 
Beijing was a four-point prospectus that repeated in broad, general terms the outline of what has 
already been discussed for nearly a generation: two states, based on 1967 boundaries, achieved 
through negotiations. 

“It’s not really a plan, just a collection of slogans trying to satisfy everybody,” says Yitzhak 
Shichor, a specialist in Asian studies at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. “Let’s say I would 
be surprised if China would really become involved in this.” 
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China did not even have diplomatic relations with Israel until 1992 — and established them then 
basically to avoid being left out in the cold as world powers prepared for the Oslo process. 
“Beijing needed diplomatic relations with Israel as an entry ticket to the prestigious elite club 
that played the Middle East great power game — and consequently the world’s,” Shichor writes 
in an unpublished chapter on Sino-Israeli relations. At the time, however, China already had 
recognized the Palestinian Liberation Organization for several years, a legacy of decades of 
promoting insurgent Third World causes. 

“My own view, and of many of us who deal with China, is China is basically completely 
mercenary on this,” says Steinberg. “They’re interested in China and what’s good for China.” 
Despite the campaign of sanctions championed by the West in hopes of thwarting Tehran’s 
ambiguous nuclear program, Beijing continues to sell refined oil to Iran (which exports crude, 
but has woeful refining capacity of its own). China has also been protective of Syria, guided by a 
foreign policy grounded in the notion that sovereign countries should be allowed to do as they 
wish within their own borders — China sees its longstanding principle of non-interference as 
essential for Chinese interests. 

China is not alone in presenting itself as a surprise mediator between the Jews and the Arabs. In 
2011, when Abbas was trying to win U.N. Security Council approval for full U.N. membership, 
the President of Colombia was invited to arbitrate the issue — less, perhaps, because of any 
specific diplomatic skills, and more because, at that moment, Bogotá had what appeared to be the 
deciding Security Council vote. 

“China is not Colombia, of course,” says Shichor. But neither is it Washington, or even Moscow. 
“I don’t think China has the tools, it doesn’t have the connections, it doesn’t have the legacy of 
long-term involvement in the Middle East. I think it’s going to take time for China really to offer 
something that will be acceptable to all sides. And so far they’ve been trying to avoid it.” 
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Why it’s great news that China wants to mediate Israel-Palestine talks 
Max Fisher, The Washington Post, May 13, 2013 

Note: This article makes the interesting contention that greater Chinese engagement in the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict would be a positive development for U.S.-China relations and the 
stability of the international system more broadly. 

~ 

The Chinese foreign ministry has offered to broker a meeting, according to the AP, between 
Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin 
Netanyahu, both of whom are visiting Beijing next week. 

It's a promising sign. Probably not for the Israel-Palestine peace process, which has demonstrated 
a remarkable ability to resist mediating efforts by more experienced and invested powers, but for 
China's foreign policy. The offer, whatever comes of it, could indicate that China sees its role in 
world affairs evolving from that of an insecure outsider to the kind of responsible global power it 
wants to be. 

China has made some previous efforts to project power in the Middle East, by low-bidding 
on high-profile development projects in Algeria and Saudi Arabia, for example, or by helping to 
support the regime in Sudan when it was otherwise isolated. China continues to oppose 
international action on Syria or Iran, and buys large amounts of oil from the latter. Those efforts 
have mostly positioned China as a sort of spoiler to Western powers, exploiting holes in the U.S.- 
and Europe-dominated international system. 

A gesture to mediate in Israel-Palestine, though, suggests that Beijing may be getting more 
serious about upholding that international system rather than free-riding off of it. Beijing has 
long opposed the Western power projection it says is imperialistic, from the NATO-led Balkans 
interventions to U.S. overseas bases in East Asia to Western sanctions on rogue states. But the 
truth is that China also deeply relies on the international system of free trade and global security, 
enforced in large part by Western power, without which China's export-led growth would never 
have been possible. 

China's foreign policy transition, of a spoiler exploiting the international system to a stakeholder 
helping to prop it up, could mean a reduced global leadership role for the U.S. But, for all the 
anxiety this is understandably causing in Washington, it might not actually be such bad news for 
U.S. interests. As the scholar G. John Ikenberry predicted in a 2011 article for Foreign Affairs, 
though we're accustomed to disagreeing with China on international issues, China's growing 
stake in and reliance on the U.S.-dominated system may lead China to share U.S. interests rather 
than contradict them. At some point, China is better served by preserving the system than 
undercutting it. And that means, as in the case of moderating in Israel-Palestine, Chinese 
interests shifting to line up more with those of the U.S. 
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China, alas, probably does not yet have the experience or know-how to resolve the Israel-
Palestine peace process, one of the most difficult and intractable international disputes of the past 
century. You should not hold your breath for the Great Wall peace accords of 2013. That's not 
meant as a knock on China; the U.S., after helping lead such diplomatic breakthroughs as the 
1979 peace treaty with Egypt and the 1993 Oslo accords, has obviously not found many recent 
successes itself. But the point is that Beijing wants to be, or at least be seen as, the kind of global 
power that mends international disputes rather than exploits them for its own gain. That's good 
news for the U.S.; we can use all the help we can get. 
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China’s Diplomatic Initiatives in the Middle East 
Dr. Yoram Evron, Journal of International Relations, 2015 

Note: This article was written by a notable academic on China’s Middle East foreign policy. It 
offers two main takeaways. First, it explains how China’s interests in the Middle East have 
changed in recent years. Second, it describes the motivations for China’s past limited 
engagement with the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, thus providing important historical context for 
present-day Chinese actions. 

~ 

Introduction 
China has long had a passive approach to the Middle East. However, considering its growing 
dependence on Middle Eastern energy sources, and in view of the tectonic political changes in 
the region, many have argued that China should change this approach. Instead, it should start 
acting vigorously to secure its interests there – not only the economic domain, but in the political 
and strategic areas too. 

These calls came after a decade of expanding interactions between China and the Middle East 
and a growing sense that China’s economic development and national security were coming to 
depend on that region. Since 1993, the Middle East has become a crucial source of China’s 
imported energy, hence for its economic development. With the growth of its oil consumption, 
the share of imported oil has increased as well, and as of 2015, it constitutes up to 60 percent of 
the country’s consumption. The Middle East is by far China’s largest source of imported oil: in 
2013, it amounted to 52 percent of its imported oil, and it is expected to remain over 50 percent 
in the foreseeable future.  

Securing the oil supply from Middle East, as well as the region’s political and military stability, 
has become a matter of vital interest for China. The expansion of radical Islamic groups in the 
region following the Arab Spring events and their impact on separatist Uyghur movements in 
China have added another dimension of strategic importance to the region, as has the 
concentration of multiple non-aligned states there. And indeed, during the first decade of the 
twenty-first century, China started to expand its political connections with the Middle East, 
including evident efforts to strengthen its network of bilateral relations there. 

The strategic importance of the Middle East increased with Xi Jinping’s launch of the One Belt, 
One Road Initiative. Aimed at consolidating the economies of China, Central Asia, Russia, and 
Europe, this multi-billion-dollar plan focuses, inter alia, on linking China with the Persian Gulf 
and the Mediterranean countries through a gigantic web of highways, railways, and seaports. The 
plan is essentially economic, but it includes a distinctly strategic and political aspect: to enhance 
economic collaboration, shared interests, and even a sense of community between China and the 
countries involved. Moreover, OBOR may require a military component for a rapid response to a 
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crisis along its routes, which may make China a potential or actual military player in the relevant 
regions, including the Middle East.  

Nevertheless, viewing Middle Eastern politics as turbulent, violent, and highly influenced by 
religious sentiment, China seems to be attempting to circumscribe its political involvement there. 
It has not taken a leading role in settling or mediating in the above conflicts, and its diplomatic 
initiatives have largely been passed over. Above all, China continues to adhere to its claim that 
being a developing country, it cannot allocate significant resources to address the Middle East’s 
problems. 

China’s proposals on the Israeli–Palestinian conflict 
On 6 May 2013, Chinese President Xi Jinping made a four-point proposal for the settlement of 
the Israel–Palestine conflict. The proposal was raised following the (separate) visits to China of 
the President of the Palestinian Authority (PA) Mahmoud Abbas and Israel’s Prime Minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu. The coinciding visits did not serve to bring the two leaders together, and 
discussions on the Israeli–Palestinian issue did not occupy a significant part of Netanyahu’s visit 
agenda. Nevertheless, China took that opportunity to make the proposal. 

… 

The good intentions of this proposal notwithstanding, without operative measures, a clear 
schedule, or any incentives, it seemed inadequate to promote a solution to the entire Israeli–
Palestinian problem. 

China’s support of Palestinian national goals goes back to the 1960s, when as an aspect of its 
rivalry with both superpowers at the time – the United States and USSR – it attempted to attract 
the support of the non-aligned states. In this context, its vociferous support of the Palestinian 
movement and its radical anti-Israeli policy were aimed at gaining the support of Middle East 
countries, thus promoting its leadership position in the non-aligned movement and 
counterbalancing Soviet influence in the region. 

The decline of the revolutionary zeal in China’s foreign relations in the 1970s and the 
replacement of its class-struggle oriented foreign policy with a pragmatic, economic growth 
approach changed its Middle Eastern policy too. Officially, it continued supporting the 
Palestinian causes as before, asserting that it would not establish relations with Israel until a 
Palestinian state was formed within the 1967 borders. However, assuming that Israel could 
provide it with advanced technology and pull strings in Washington in its favor, it established a 
covert relationship with Jerusalem. This dual policy continued throughout the 1980s, and 
concurrently, in step with China’s gradual integration into the international community, it started 
supporting settlement of the Palestinian issue within an international framework of which it 
would be part. But to assure the Palestinians of its solid support, in 1988, Beijing recognized a 
Palestinian state based on the 1967 borders, with East Jerusalem as its capital. 
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Nevertheless, in 1992, China established diplomatic relations with Israel, the unmet Palestinian 
demands notwithstanding. Now its approach to the Israeli–Palestinian issue became quite 
complex. Formally, its pro-Palestinian position remained unchanged: favoring the two-state 
solution, partition of Jerusalem contrary to Israel’s official stand, and consistent support for the 
Palestinian stand in international forums. For instance, it recognized the Hamas government in 
the Gaza Strip in 2006 against Israel’s position, and supported the PA bid in 2012 for formal 
recognition as a UN non-member state. Simultaneously, inclining to obtain technological and 
other tangible benefits from Israel, and aware that the Arab world was no longer unified behind 
the Palestinian cause, China consistently reduced its support for the Palestinians. It has never 
imposed sanctions on Israel and its criticism of Israel’s military operations against the 
Palestinians has gradually abated. Since the early 2010s, while still voting against Israel in 
international forums, China’s approach to the Israeli–Palestinian issue has in practice become 
balanced. For example, referring to the 2014 armed conflict in Gaza, President Xi Jinping said, 
‘We are seriously concerned about and saddened by the conflict in Gaza, which has caused heavy 
casualties among civilians’. Blaming each side equally, he added, ‘China had urged the two sides 
to seek an immediate ceasefire’. Concurrently, China’s economic, scientific, and to some degree 
even military relations with Israel continued developing. 

Not surprisingly then, China’s interest in playing a role in this conflict was mostly limited to the 
symbolic dimension, as it seemingly strove to limit its actual involvement there. 
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The Middle East is the Hub for China’s Modern Silk Road 
Deborah Lehr, The Middle East Institute, August 15, 2017. 

Note: This article explains the significance of the Middle East for China’s One Belt, One Road 
Initiative.  

~ 

For nearly 600 years, under the imperial tributary system of the Ming and Qing dynasties, 
foreign “barbarians” travelled to Beijing to kowtow to the emperor in order to trade with China. 
Reminiscent of those times, President Xi Jinping is recreating a modern version of the ancient 
imperial system, and it may result in a powerful challenge to U.S. interests in the Middle East 
and North Africa. 

In May, 1,500 delegates from more than 130 nations—including 29 foreign heads of state and 
more than 200 ministers—met in Beijing for the biannual Belt and Road Forum for International 
Cooperation. Launched in 2013, the One Belt One Road (OBOR) initiative aims to expand links 
between Asia, the Middle East, Africa, and Europe by recreating the ancient Silk Road trade 
routes by land (the Belt) and sea (the Road).  

The stated intent is to “promote economic cooperation and connectivity” across these regions 
through a massive infrastructure development project. This is Xi’s signature foreign policy effort, 
with the goal of reorienting the global economic order by building what has been dubbed the 
“project of the century.” And it is the Middle East where the two routes come together for Europe 
and Africa. 

The region holds great appeal for China. With fast growing populations, rising middle classes 
and increasing wealth accumulation across the Middle East and North Africa (MENA) region, 
there is an opportunity for Chinese companies to do what they do best—build.  

China’s promise of an enormous infrastructure and investment program is understandably 
appealing for many MENA countries as their economies slow due to falling oil prices or political 
instability. Pledges related to OBOR may reach as high as a trillion dollars and will encompass 
more than 60 countries. China is also expanding its cultural and educational exchanges, 
promoting a people-to-people dialogue, as well as offering to train technical experts from OBOR 
member countries. It’s not surprising that many MENA countries are embracing China’s vision.  
For example, Egypt has coordinated its own domestic economic plan with China’s OBOR 
priorities. Jordan, the U.A.E., and Saudi Arabia are following suit. 

In Egypt, Chinese companies have already pledged close to $20 billion in infrastructure 
financing, and have been awarded contracts for building major portions of the new capital to be 
established east of Cairo. The Chinese have listed Egypt as one of the top five destinations for 
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mergers and acquisitions activity under the OBOR initiative. And, on the people-to-people 
front, tourism from China is up about 215 percent over the past two years. 

The U.A.E. has likewise stepped up bilateral ties, creating outposts in China to support Emirati 
companies and conducting several large trade missions. It will also serve as one of the main 
transport hubs for OBOR. In preparation, COSCO, China’s largest shipping company, has 
partnered with Abu Dhabi Ports to build new terminals to support the expected increased flow of 
commodities along the OBOR routes. The U.A.E. is also a founding partner—unlike the United 
States, which has yet to join—of the Asian Investment Infrastructure Bank, a multilateral 
development bank, initiated by China, which aims to support the building of infrastructure in 
the Asia-Pacific region. 

Foreign policy still underpins the China-Saudi Arabia relationship, but economic ties are 
growing, especially as the Arab country’s economy slows. Energy is the main area of trade, as 
China is the world’s largest importer and Saudi Arabia the largest exporter of crude oil. In the 
past 20 years, China’s oil consumption has risen dramatically from 2.9 million barrels per day in 
1993 to 11.9 million in 2016.  

Earlier this year, Saudi King Salman led a trade mission to China that resulted in more than $65 
billion worth of economic and trade deals signed. It is also the Chinese who built, and operate, 
many of the logistical facilities in Mecca during hajj. Expect to see these ties grow as Saudi 
aligns its own domestic economic priorities with those of OBOR. 

Against the backdrop of these developments, it’s not difficult to see the emerging pattern. 
For Xi, OBOR is a central aspect of China’s strategy to expand its reach and influence 
throughout the MENA region. In large part, his motivation is economic, not political. The 
Chinese seek control of, or at least access to, the necessary natural resources required to sustain 
their own economic growth. It is estimated that China’s oil and gas import dependency will 
reach 67 percent in 2020, and it is MENA countries that will meet that demand. The Gulf 
Cooperation Council (G.C.C.), Iran, and Iraq now account for 60percent of China’s imported oil, 
with China now the second largest oil export market for these countries.  

Growing its trade relations with the Arab states is also a top priority for China. Its goal is to 
double its trade with the region to $600 billion by 2020. It is now the largest trading partner with 
the region. The Chinese are negotiating a free trade zone with the G.C.C., and have already 
established one with Egypt. It would not be a surprise to see China pursue one with Iran as well. 
While the Chinese government is cautious about taking sides in any regional conflicts, its foreign 
policy in the region is significantly more active under Xi as a result of the growing trade and 
economic ties. As China’s ambassador to the U.S. has said, “Chinese foreign policy will 
inevitably follow its investments.” And we are seeing exactly that. 

China’s foreign minister, Wang Yi, has been an active participant in the talks to resolve the 
Syrian crisis. And after the Iran nuclear deal, Xi was the first major foreign leader to visit the 
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country seeking trade and investment opportunities. As a result of this visit, China’s state owned 
China National Petroleum Corporation signed a $4.8 billion natural gas development project, of 
which it will control 30 percent with two other partners. Xi’s visit was balanced with additional 
stops in Egypt and Saudi Arabia. 

During the conflict in Yemen, China sent a naval frigate, an unprecedented move, to rescue 
stranded Chinese workers. China has also now established a military outpost in Djibouti, and we 
can expect to see additional military ties—and military sales—made throughout the MENA 
region. 

So what does this mean for the United States? Under the Obama administration, officials were 
leery of Beijing’s efforts to use its economic might to build ties with much of Asia, Africa and 
the Middle East. But there was no stopping China, especially as the United States is not a 
significant funder of infrastructure projects. 

Under the Trump administration, there is new recognition that the United States should pay 
attention to what is happening under the umbrella of the OBOR initiative. In a policy reversal 
following the Mar-a-Lago Summit between Presidents Trump and Xi, the administration sent a 
National Security Council senior director to attend the Belt and Road Forum in Beijing at the last 
minute. While not sending a representative at head of state or even ministerial level, the gesture 
was nevertheless in recognition of the OBOR’s potential to change the dynamics in the region. 
And it was essential if American companies want to have any chance of receiving contracts 
under the new initiative.  

The reality is that China has something that America is not able to offer to these countries but is 
much needed—infrastructure financing combined with a large export market. And all with 
limited strings attached. 

Even if all of OBOR does not fully come to pass, the initiative has positioned China in direct 
competition with the United States for economic influence in key countries around the world. 
While America remains the political powerhouse in the MENA region, for now, it is important to 
watch how China’s OBOR initiative impacts U.S. interests. If it is up to Xi, the building of 
China’s new Silk Road will reshape the economic balance throughout Asia, the Middle East, 
North Africa and Europe, with China being the winner. 
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What Does President Trump Mean for China's Middle East Interests? 
Trump’s “America First” slogan could force China to play a more active role 
in Middle Eastern issues 
The Diplomat, January 26, 2017 

Note: This article begins by surveying the changes in China’s Middle East policy from Mao to 
Xi. Historically, the United States has been the hegemon in the Middle East. This article explains 
how Trump’s Presidency and the decline of U.S. influence creates both challenges and 
opportunities for China in the Middle East. 

~ 

As the United States enters the Trump era, the war of words is heating up between China and the 
new president. Trump’s open criticism of China’s as a “currency manipulator,” his challenge to 
the “one China Policy,” and threatening comments on the South China Sea all make the future of 
China-U.S. relations under the Trump administration seem less than encouraging. 

Although most Chinese scholars believe that Trump’s impact will be limited by the U.S. system, 
which is heavy on professional advisors, the risk of China-US relation deterioration should not 
be underestimated. Importantly, the impact of President Trump on China will also extend far 
beyond the Asia-Pacific. The deterioration of U.S.-China relations may pose a new challenge to 
China’s policy and interests in Middle East. 

China’s Middle East policy is largely influenced by domestic ideology and the current political 
leader’s personal decisions. From 1949 to the mid-1970s, when Mao Zedong dominated the 
state, China sought to distance itself from the “colonialist/imperialist West” and viewed itself as 
the “guardian of revolution” in the world, including in the Middle East. Even when China was 
beset by social chaos and tremendous economic difficulties resulting from the Great Leap 
Forward in the late 1950s and the Cultural Revolution from 1966 to 1976, China still fully 
supported the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) through both diplomatic statements and 
military aid. 

After Deng Xiaoping assumed power in 1978, China started to focus on economic development 
while downplaying ideological conflicts in international arena. Accelerated economic growth has 
been China’s chief concern since the 1980s. In this context, the increased need for imported oil, 
China’s commercial relations with Middle East nations strengthened China’s non-interference 
policy, which holds that no state has the right to interfere in the internal affairs of another state. 
This policy has allowed China to continue economic activity and develop good relations with 
different nations, including in the Middle East. 

After Xi Jinping assumed power in 2012, China started to focus more on the “knowledge 
economy” and is determined to transfer China’s economic foundation from “made in China” to 
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“innovated in China.” The transformation of development strategy partly results from Xi’s 
previous experience; the provinces Xi led, such as Zhejiang and Fujian, before being elected into 
the Communist Party’s Central Committee, were China’s richest provinces and home to many 
leading Chinese high-tech R&D industries. Against this backdrop, Xi hopes to copy his 
experience in Zhejiang province as the model to encourage China’s high-tech economy, and to 
export China’s economic advantages to foreign states, especially states in the Middle East, 
Central Asia, Africa, and South America. 

A key part of that strategy will be to strengthen China’s relations with all the states along the 
“One Belt, One Road” (OBOR) track. China has promoted OBOR aggressively through building 
railways, roads, ports, and highways through South and Central Asia as well as the Middle East 
and Eastern Europe. 

However, China’s Middle Eastern interests may face new challenges in the Trump era. China 
may have to take more responsibility in the Middle East. Although China criticizes the U.S. 
presence in the Middle East as “intervention,” China actually benefits from U.S. hegemony in 
the Middle East, which provides stability and safe shipping routes for the oil China so 
desperately needs, without China having to make any significant investment in safeguarding the 
area. In fact, at one point, former U.S. President Barack Obama referred to China as a “free 
rider” that leaves the United States to tackle problems without doing much to help. 

Beijing has traditionally preferred the promotion of trade and investment to significant 
diplomatic activity, foreign aid, and certainly military involvement. Accordingly, although its 
economic involvement in the Middle East has grown over the last decade, its military and 
security involvement remains marginal. However, the volatile situation the Middle East, which 
has grown worse since 2011 thanks to regional upheavals and the collapse of states such as 
Libya, Syria, Iraq, and Yemen, poses serious challenges to Beijing and its regional policy. 
Instability and violence in the Middle East are a direct threat to the safety of Chinese 
investments, to the flow of resources (imports of oil and raw materials and exports of consumer 
goods), and to the safety of Chinese citizens working in those states. Given Trump’s “America 
First” slogan, China may have to increase its presence, both political and military, in the Middle 
East to protect its increasing interests in this region. However, China has yet to accumulate 
experience in projecting military might by means of executing complex military operations or 
maintaining military bases overseas. More involvement by China on security issues may harm its 
“positive image” and soft power in Middle East. 

Meanwhile, under President Trump, the distrust between China and the United States may 
escalate significantly, especially given his provocative remarks over the trade issues, the one 
China policy, and the South China Sea. Should U.S.-China tensions rise, Middle East states may 
face a difficult choice in deciding whom to support. 

It is safe to assume that China’s interests will continue expand in Middle East, and the position of 
the Middle East in Chinese diplomacy will blossom with the progress of the “One Belt, One 
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Road” initiative. Yet between Trump’s “America First” isolationism and the likelihood of 
worsened bilateral relations between China and the United States, China’s policy and interests in 
the Middle East may face challenges in the future. 
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China Says Lack of Palestinian State 'A Terrible Injustice' 
Haaretz, April 13, 2017. 

Note: This article has two takeaways. First, China has long supported the establishment of a 
Palestinian state, even as it has fostered close economic and military ties with Israel. Second, 
China sees the Israeli-Palestinian conflict as connected to stability in the broader Middle East, 
with Foreign minister Wang Yi describing the conflict as the “central issue” in the region.  

~ 

China reaffirmed its support for the Palestinian government's claims for statehood on Thursday, 
during a visit by Palestinian Foreign Minister Riyad al-Maliki. 

The fact that Palestinians still do not have a sovereign state is a "terrible injustice" that can't 
continue, said Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi. 

China supports Palestinians' efforts to create an independent state based on the borders set before 
the 1967 Six-Day War as well as the establishment of its future capital in East Jerusalem, Wang 
said in a joint press conference in Beijing with al-Maliki. 

Israel has called the pre-1967 borders "indefensible," though they were also endorsed by the 
United States during the Obama administration. 

"Seventy years later, what we see is that our Palestinian brothers have yet to establish an 
independent state with full sovereignty," Wang said. "This is unfair, and this terrible injustice 
must be addressed, and it cannot continue." 

China supports the two-state solution, as well as the proposal to normalize ties between Israel 
and Arab states in return for an independent Palestinian state, Wang said. 

"Despite all the hotspot issues popping up in the Middle East, the issue of Palestine remains the 
central issue," he said. 

Al-Maliki said the two-state solution is the only way to resolve conflict in the region and that 
establishing the Palestinian state is the "cornerstone of the fight against terrorism." 

China has pledged 50 million yuan ($7.3 million) in humanitarian assistance to Palestine and will 
help it build a solar-power station, Wang said. 

China also has good relations with Israel, with which it established a new series of technology-
focused cooperation agreements during Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu's visit to 
Beijing last month. 
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China pushes four-point Israeli-Palestinian peace plan 
The Times of Israel and The Associated Press, August 1, 2017 

Note: In 2017, China again raised a four-point proposal to end the conflict. The four points are 
described below. 

~ 

China’s UN ambassador urged the international community on Monday to support Chinese 
President Xi Jinping’s new four-point proposal to end the decades-old Israeli-Palestinian conflict 
and establish an independent Palestinian state. 

Liu Jieyi said at a news conference that China’s future diplomatic efforts will focus on trying to 
move toward a negotiated solution based on the proposal. 

Xi signaled China’s stepped-up engagement in the Middle East when he met about two weeks 
ago in Beijing with Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas and outlined the plan. 

The four points are: 

— Advancing the two-state solution based on 1967 borders with East Jerusalem as the capital of 
a new Palestinian state. 

— Upholding “the concept of common, comprehensive, cooperative and sustainable security,” 
immediately ending Israeli settlement building, taking immediate measures to prevent violence 
against civilians, and calling for an early resumption of peace talks. 

— Coordinating international efforts to put forward “peace-promoting measures that entail joint 
participation at an early date.” 

— Promoting peace through development and cooperation between the Palestinians and Israel. 

China views both Israel and the Palestinians as “important partners” in its “One Belt, One Road” 
initiative, a mammoth Chinese-funded push to develop transport routes including ports, railways 
and roads to expand trade in a vast arc of countries across Asia, Africa and Europe, the 
ambassador said. 

China has also proposed launching a “China-Palestine-Israel tripartite dialogue mechanism in 
order to coordinate the implementation of major assistance programs in Palestine,” he said. 

But the gaps between Israeli and Palestinian leaders remain wide, preventing any meaningful 
talks since 2009. 
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Liu said China plans to hold a seminar for Israeli and Palestinian “peace activists” this year, 
seeking “to contribute wisdom for the settlement of the Palestinian question.” 

He urged the international community to “respond positively to the proposals made by China 
because we believe these four proposals once fully implemented will really go a long way 
towards helping the issue to be solved through negotiations, and also contribute to stability of the 
relations between the two sides.” 
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How ‘Superpower’ China Entered Palestine-Israel Peace Fray 
Dr. Adil Rasheed, Al Arabiya, September 26, 2017 

Note: This is an important article that explains China’s increased engagement in the Israeli-
Palestinian conflict throughout 2017. This is an essential read. It argues, in contrast to the 2013 
Time Magazine article, that China has developed the necessary leverage over both Israel and 
Palestine to broker a deal. 

~ 

For a long time China shied away from it, but it seems to be slowly easing into the role of an 
incipient superpower. 

With the US seemingly turning protectionist under the Trump administration – backing away 
from the climate accords and Trans Pacific trade deals – a One Belt, One Road-buoyed globalist 
China seems to be shedding its geopolitical stage fright and is throwing its political weight 
beyond its near abroad. 

In fact, it is a leap that many Western strategists had themselves desired China to take as opposed 
to being a “free rider” of peace and stability that US has been providing in most critical regions 
of the world. 

For instance, Scottish historian Niall Fergusson had long waited for the time, “when China feels 
obliged to pivot to the Middle East and make more of a contribution in stabilizing the region”. 

The threshold moment 
That threshold moment apparently arrived in July this year when China announced it would host 
peace talks between Palestine and Israel to revive the negotiations deadlocked since 2014. It is 
also remarkable that Beijing has put forward a four-point proposal for the peace symposium 
planned by the year-end. The broad contours of the proposal cover: 

• Advancing the two-state solution based on 1967 borders with East Jerusalem as the 
capital of a new Palestinian state.  

• Upholding “the concept of common, comprehensive, cooperative and sustainable 
security,” immediately ending Israeli settlement building, taking immediate measures to 
prevent violence against civilians, and calling for an early resumption of peace talks. 

• Coordinating international efforts to put forward “peace-promoting measures that entail 
joint participation at an early date.”  

• Promoting peace through development and cooperation between the Palestinians and 
Israel. 

In addition, China’s UN Ambassador Liu Jieyi recently stated that his country calls for the 
“earnest implementation of UN Security Council Resolution 2334” which seeks an immediate 
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stop to all Israeli settlement activities. He said China also seeks “immediate measures to prevent 
violence against civilians,” as well as for an “early resumption of peace talks.” 

The cost-benefit analysis 
Most strategic experts appear a bit baffled by China’s choice of entering into the Middle East 
geopolitical theatre at this time. It is contended that of all the present and immediate dangers 
facing the Middle East, China has chosen the most archaic and intractable of issues to start off its 
peaceful intervention in the region’s political affairs. 

On the face of it, China’s endorsement of a two-state solution with East Jerusalem as capital of 
Palestine isn’t path-breaking as it matches U.S. and Arab positions in the past, but its reiteration 
at a time when the very premise has come under a cloud has evoked a rather hushed response in 
the international arena. 

However, China’s gamble seems to be less radical and more calculated than might otherwise 
appear. In a cost-benefit analysis, China might have little to lose where others more powerful 
than it have failed in the past and when expectations of a resolution are so low that even the 
slightest breakthrough could offer a tremendous boost to China’s image both in the region and 
internationally. 

The seemingly irreclaimable Palestine-Israel issue still carries the political heft on the global 
stage to confer any mediating power high international repute and acclaim for effecting even a 
sliver of hope. It is particularly significant for the Asian giant, which is seeking to extend its long 
term political and economic influence in West Asian and African markets, where the Palestinian 
cause still resonates among the teeming millions. 

Surprisingly, the issue also cuts across the animosities plaguing the region and is still considered 
one of the principal drivers of terrorism and instability across the globe. In addition, China has 
invested heavily in the One Belt, One Road (OBOR) initiative. With the clear and present danger 
of Middle East tensions spilling deep into Central Asia and Eurasia, Beijing has a vested interest 
in using its political might to secure the region. 

Moreover, Israel’s former ambassador to China Matan Vilna’i told the Jerusalem Post recently 
that China’s move stems from the fear that “any explosion in the Middle East could jeopardize its 
oil and gas supply from the region”. The threat of terrorism to China’s national security is in 
itself a major reason for it to play a more active role in bringing about peace to the Middle East. 

Writing in Asia Times, columnist Ng Weng Hoong avers: “But there’s also a more urgent, if less 
stated, reason for Beijing to link up with the Arab world and Israel: security. ISIS’ emergence and 
the recent surge in secessionist and terror activities in China’s western frontier with links to 
radical groups in Central Asia and the Middle East are becoming a real and immediate threat to 
the country’s political stability.” 
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The requisite leverage 
It is noteworthy that China enjoys the requisite leverage over all parties in the dispute, which is 
expected of any serious mediator. The country’s trade volume with Israel has increased 200 times 
since diplomatic ties were established in 1992, amounting to $11 billion. Israel’s third largest 
trading partner, China’s total investment in Israel exceeds six billion dollars and more than 1000 
Israeli start-up companies have set up operations in China. 

When it comes to the Middle East, China is the largest exporter to the MENA region and the 
largest importer of its oil since 2010. Beijing has also recently proposed launching a “China, 
Palestinian, Israeli tripartite dialogue mechanism in order to coordinate the implementation of 
major assistance programs in Palestine.” 

Unlike the highly enthusiastic response from Palestinian National Authority, Israeli reaction to 
Chinese peace overtures has been somewhat muted and restrained. According to the Jerusalem 
Post, Israel is considering making the proposed year-end talks into “more of a Track II academic 
gathering, rather than a full-blown peace conference”. Concern has also been expressed in many 
Israeli think tanks on how to ensure that the country’s economic links with China do not give the 
latter leverage over Israel’s policy making. 

Irrespective of the outcome of China’s proposal to mediate in Palestine-Israeli talks, the fact that 
Beijing has finally decided to introduce a political role for itself in the Middle East is a major 
geopolitical development. It seems China is no longer wary of Graham T. Allison’s famous 
‘Thucydides’ trap’ — “when a rising power causes fear in an established power leading to war 
between them”. 

This fear might have deferred China from getting engaged in the political affairs of the Middle 
East, leaving the onus to the United States. But that apprehension may be gradually wearing off. 
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The Jerusalem Issue, Explained 
Max Fisher, The New York Times, December 9, 2017. 

Note: This article explains why Trump’s announcement on Jerusalem will erode U.S. credibility 
with the Palestinians and possibly create an opportunity for China to step in. 

~ 

Why is President Trump’s announcement that the United States now considers Jerusalem to be 
Israel’s capital such a big deal? Why are some experts warning of violence or an end to the peace 
process? What’s the dispute over Jerusalem all about, anyway? Let’s review. 

What Are the Basics? 
Both Israelis and Palestinians claim the city as their political capital and as a sacred religious 
site. Israel controls the entirety of the city. Any peace deal would need to resolve that.  

The city’s status has been disputed, at least officially, since the 1948 Arab-Israeli War. Before 
that, the United Nations had designated Jerusalem as a special international zone. During the 
war, Israel seized the city’s western half. It seized the eastern half during the next Arab-Israeli 
war, in 1967. 

Most foresee a peace deal that gives western Jerusalem to Israel and eastern Jerusalem to a future 
Palestinian state. 

The United States, in order to present itself as a dispassionate broker, long considered 
Jerusalem’s status to be a conflict issue that was up to Israelis and Palestinians to decide. Mr. 
Trump is breaking with that traditional neutrality. 

Maybe more important, Israel’s position on Jerusalem isn’t just that its capital should be 
somewhere in the city. A 1980 law declared Jerusalem to be Israel’s “undivided” capital, which 
was widely understood as a de facto annexation of the city’s eastern half. 

Mr. Trump, in endorsing Jerusalem as Israel’s capital, did not explicitly endorse this idea. But he 
didn’t reject it, either. Nor did he say that Jerusalem should also become the Palestinian capital. 
This implies that the United States is increasingly supportive of Israel’s position — full 
annexation — though this would almost certainly kill any viable peace deal. 

Why Does It Matter if the U.S. Takes Sides? 
The United States has, for decades, positioned itself as the primary mediator between Israelis and 
Palestinians. Neutrality ostensibly allows the United States to remain a credible arbiter and keeps 
both sides at the negotiating table. 
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American diplomats tend to consider neutrality a bedrock principle and essential for peace, and 
see Mr. Trump’s announcement as an alarming break. 

Has the U.S. Really Been Neutral? 
That is not really the perception outside of the United States, particularly in Europe and the rest 
of the Middle East. 

Much of the world already considered the United States a biased and unhelpful actor, promoting 
Israeli interests in a way that perpetuated the conflict. 

Partly this is because of the power imbalance between Israelis and Palestinians. Because the far 
stronger Israelis are the occupiers, and the United States is seen as a steward for the conflict, the 
Americans are sometimes blamed, rightly or wrongly, for that imbalance. 

Partly it is because of domestic politics that led American leaders to pronounce themselves as 
pro-Israel while pursuing policies intended as neutral. 

But it is also because of a decades-old American negotiating tactic. The last three administrations 
— led by Bill Clinton, George W. Bush and Barack Obama — all believed that they needed to 
grant Israel concessions to make Israeli leaders feel secure and comfortable enough to make their 
own concessions for peace. 

So Mr. Trump’s move, though he does not describe it this way, is arguably in line with past 
American strategy. And it is seen abroad as confirming long-held doubts about American 
leadership, rather than as drastically new. 

What Happens Now? 
Protests, which sometimes grow violent, have been a common Palestinian answer to perceived 
provocations, particularly on issues related to Jerusalem. The Palestinian view is that Israel’s 
occupation should be made costly and uncomfortable if it is to ever end. 

As for the wider Arab response, the United States is just not very popular or trusted in the region. 
That tends to happen when you invade an Arab-majority country, Iraq, on what most Arabs 
consider false pretenses, starting a war that kills hundreds of thousands. This move is going to be 
unpopular, but it’s sort of a drop in the bucket. 

Still, it could complicate regional politics. Marc Lynch, a political scientist at George 
Washington University, wrote in The Washington Post, “The visible pursuit of peace, if not its 
achievement, has long been the mechanism by which the United States reconciles its alliances 
with Israel and with ostensibly anti-Israel Arab states.” 
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This could make it harder for Arab governments to justify their cooperation with what is 
perceived to be an American-Israeli plot against Palestinians. Even if Arab governments do not 
themselves care much about Palestinians, they worry about domestic unrest. 

That doesn’t mean Arab states will break with Washington, but they might need to be a little 
quieter and more careful about cooperating. 

What Does This Change Long Term? 
Warnings of a long-term shift tend to hinge on the idea that losing American neutrality means 
losing American leverage over Israelis and Palestinians to achieve peace. 

But the simple fact of American power makes the country an important broker, neutral or not. 
American leverage with Israel also comes from implicitly guaranteeing Israel’s security and 
providing it with lots of military hardware. Still, because Israel got something for nothing from 
Mr. Trump’s announcement, it has little reason to make difficult concessions. 

American leverage over Palestinian leaders is also significant, since those leaders rely on 
American support to keep their administration funded and stable. But those leaders are deeply 
unpopular with their own people. A real risk here is that they one day grow so unpopular that 
their administration collapses. This would risk chaos and violence in the short term and, long 
term, a likely takeover by the militant Palestinian group Hamas. 

All of that points toward a future in which peace is less likely, a Palestinian state is less likely 
and Israel is one day forced to choose between the two core components of its national identity: 
Jewish and democratic. Either it asserts permanent control over Palestinians without granting 
them full rights — a sort of state that critics sometimes compare to apartheid South Africa — or 
it grants Palestinians full rights, establishing a pluralistic democracy that is no longer officially 
Jewish. 

Mr. Trump’s move likely edges Israelis and Palestinians closer to that future. But things were 
probably moving in that direction already. 
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Why is China so worried about Trump recognising Jerusalem as Israel’s 
capital? 
South China Morning Post, December 7, 2017 

Note: This article explains why China reacted negatively to Trump’s new Jerusalem policy. 
China’s concerns are motivated by largely by its economic interests in Israel. 

~ 

Beijing has close ties with both Israel and Palestine, and tension in region could hamper its 
investment plans 
China anticipates more conflict in the Middle East following the United States’ move to 
recognise Jerusalem as Israel’s capital, which in turn would disrupt its investment plans in the 
region, diplomatic observers said. 

Beijing has extensive economic and military relations with Israel, but also maintains close ties 
with Palestine. 

China’s foreign ministry spokesman Geng Shuang said on Wednesday that President Donald 
Trump’s plan would trigger an escalation in tensions. 

“The question over the status of Jerusalem is complicated and sensitive,” Geng said. “All parties 
should be cautious in order to maintain peace. All parties should avoid shaking the long-term 
foundations of solving the Palestinian issues, and avoid creating new divisions in the region.” 

China supported the Palestinians in building an independent and fully sovereign state, taking the 
1967 borders as the basis and with East Jerusalem as its capital, Geng said. 

The US was expected to announce its recognition of Jerusalem as Israel’s capital on Wednesday, 
which would make it the first nation to do so since the founding of the State of Israel in 1948. 

China and Israel established diplomatic relations only in 1992, but the two had begun military 
cooperation in 1979. 

The hi-tech arms and equipment bought from Israel have aided China’s military development in 
recent decades, and Beijing is now interested in buying other advanced technologies, in sectors 
such as agriculture and clean energy, from the Middle Eastern nation. 

Trade between the two countries has accelerated rapidly since the start of the millennium, rising 
to US$11.4 billion in 2015 from just US$1.1 billion in 2000. China is now Israel’s third-largest 
trading partner after the US and the European Union, and its second-largest export destination. 
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As China attempts to expand its reach into the Middle East through its “Belt and Road Initiative” 
– a massive programme initiated by Beijing to build trade and infrastructure links across Asia, 
the Middle East, Africa and Europe, any turbulence between Israel and Palestine would be a 
cause for concern, Li Guofu, a researcher at the China Institute of International Studies, said. 

“It’s not just that the Palestinians will protest, or even use violence,” he said. “This [relocating 
the US embassy] would stir up anti-America sentiment in the Middle East and fuel Islamic 
extremism, which would have a negative impact on the global counterterrorism effort.” 

As a holy city for Jews, Muslims and Christians, defining Jerusalem’s status is one of the most 
contentious and sensitive issues in the Middle East. Israel, which controls the city, claims 
Jerusalem as its indivisible capital, while Palestinians want East Jerusalem as the capital of a 
future Palestinian state. 

Leaders from around the world have expressed their opposition and concerns to the United 
States’ expected move. 

Li said that European countries were unhappy with Washington’s plan, which threatened to 
undermine the US’ relations with Europe. 

“They believe this goes against Europe’s interests, and will increase divergences within Nato,” 
he said. 

For its part, China has long supported the Palestinians politically. It was among the first group of 
countries to recognise the state of Palestine in November 1988, and has on several occasions 
voted in its favor at the United Nations, including in 2012 when the state was granted non-
member observer status. 

In July, when he met with visiting Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas, China’s President Xi 
Jinping put forward a “four-point proposal” emphasising security for both Israel and Palestine 
and calling for more international coordination and development in the region. 

The unilateral move by the Trump administration – following a promise made to pro-Israel 
voters during the presidential election campaign – would not change China’s position on the 
issue, or its relationships with Israel and Palestine, an observer said. 

“Now is a good time for Trump to do it,” Xiao Xian, vice-president of Yunnan University and an 
expert on Middle East affairs, said. 

“Despite the strong words [from Arab leaders] actual opposition to the move is likely to be weak 
as major Arab countries are struggling with their own internal troubles,” he said. 
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The Trump Effect: Japanese and Chinese High-tech Delegations Cancel Visits 
to Israel 
Haaretz, December 9, 2017 

Note: This article gives insight about how Chinese economic interests in the Middle East are 
jeopardized by the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Chinese tech companies in particular are heavily 
invested in Israel. 

~ 

The Trump effect: No longer just rockets from Gaza, but now also a hit to the local economy, as 
high-tech delegations from Japan and China canceled Thursday their trips to Israel following 
U.S. President Donald Trump's recognition of Jerusalem as Israel's capital. 

The Chinese Embassy has issued a formal travel warning, valid until January 10, 2018. China is 
concerned about the security situation following Trump's announcement, and expects the conflict 
to impact its investment programs in Israel. 

On Saturday morning, a number of Israeli startups were notified that Shen Haiyin, CEO and 
founder of the Chinese company Singulato currently developing a miniature electric car, had 
cancelled his visit just six hours before his flight. Shen was supposed to arrive for a series of 
meetings with Israeli high-tech companies. A delegation from Tencent, China’s largest internet 
company, also cancelled their expected visit. 

The situation is expected to worsen, as cancellations are not limited only to China. TheMarker 
was also notified that the Japanese company Toyota's Fund also canceled its trip to Israel, which 
had been scheduled for Sunday. 

According to estimates, 10-20% of capital for Israel's high-tech sector comes from China. 

China's increased interest in Israel is primarily based China's desire to shift its economic 
structure and transition from pollutant-heavy industry to a modern tech-driven economy. Severe 
air and food pollution in China, and the strength of social networking sites in the country, have 
sparked interest in mobile, internet, water, agricultural and advanced manufacturing 
technologies. Israel, which is popularly recognized as an innovative and technologically 
advanced country including in water and agricultural technology, answers these needs. 

Clashes erupted for the third day running Saturday between Palestinian protesters and Israeli 
soldiers following Trump's recognition of Jerusalem as Israel's capital. Trump delivered a 
landmark speech in Washington Wednesday, recognizing Jerusalem as the capital of Israel. As 
expected, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu welcomed the announcement, while Palestinian 
President Mahmoud Abbas declared that the U.S. can no longer act as a mediator between Israel 
and the Palestinians. 
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China is increasingly becoming key for Israel's high-tech industry 
CNBC, July 18, 2017 

China's investors and markets are becoming increasingly important to Israel's economy, and in 
particular to its booming high-tech industry. 

The first IPO (initial public offering) of an Israeli high-tech company on a Chinese stock 
exchange, Hong Kong, is expected within the year and Chinese investments in Israeli high-tech 
venture capital approached $1 billion in 2016, industry experts say. 

"The Chinese stock exchange market will become another very viable option for Israeli 
companies looking for public funding," if the first IPO goes off successfully, Eli Tidhar of 
Deloitte Israel, told CNBC. 

Tidhar heads what Deloitte calls its "Israel-China corridor". Israel has laid out the welcoming 
mat to Chinese companies and investors who may face more troublesome regulations and 
scrutiny elsewhere.  
 
Hardly a day goes by without another Israel-China initiative being announced, whether it's a new 
Israeli tech incubator in China, new investments, joint ventures, trade conferences or delegations. 
In May this year, another audit firm PwC led a delegation of Israeli companies to Hong Kong to 
explore the possibilities of listing on the stock exchange. 

Deloitte's Tidhar says that a sea change is taking place among Israeli companies looking for 
funding. Israeli high-tech VC (venture capital) companies raised $500 million from Chinese 
investors in 2014 and $700 million in 2015 and the amount keeps growing, according to Tidhar.  
 
"In the past, Israel used to look mostly at the U.S. and Europe as our source for investment, 
especially in high tech," he said. But now, "It becomes less and less awkward that a company 
that would like to raise money would pursue this investment from China."  
 
This view is echoed Dorian Barak, who heads the Israeli arm of Kuang Chi, one of the few 
Chinese conglomerates that has so far actually set up a permanent local representation. Israel's 
venture capital landscape and its exits were until now largely a matter of Western money, Barak 
said. But that's about to change. 

"The rise of China and China's adoption of an outward looking policy of investments and 
cooperation has the opportunity to have as much of an impact on the local economy as did the 
massive capital influx from chiefly the United States in the (1990s) and the first decade of the 
21st century," Barak said in a telephone interview. 
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Kuang Chi last year set up a $300 million fund, particularly for smart city investments in Israel. 
It has so far, among other companies, invested in machine vision company eyesight 
Technologies. 

Large chunks of Israel's infrastructure projects, including ports, railway lines and tunnels, are 
being carried out by Chinese companies these days. And some flagship Israeli companies have 
been acquired by Chinese conglomerates, such as ChemChina's acquisition of Adama and Bright 
Food's takeover of Tnuva. Reuters earlier this year reported that in 2016 total Chinese 
investments in Israel jumped to $16.5 billion. 

But in the high-tech sector, this has not yet translated to the same massive presence of Chinese 
conglomerates that Western companies have in Israel, whether in R&D (research and 
development) centers, production or representative offices. Kuang Chi's Barak said that Chinese 
companies are very slowly coming to the realization that there's an added value to a local 
presence. He's getting constant inquiries from Chinese local government and private investors. 

"When you see Chinese names on the sides of buildings in Herzliya Pituah (near Tel Aviv) as you 
currently see American names, you'll know the Chinese investors have really arrived and the 
Chinese strategics have arrived en masse. There's a long way to go," said Barak. 

But it's getting there, is the consensus. One company that has seen Chinese investment is 
intelligent search company Twiggle. It's received backing from the likes of e-commerce giant 
Alibaba and MizMaa - a fund specializing in Chinese investments in Israeli high-tech. 

CEO and co-founder Amir Konigsberg, said that for Twiggle, as for many other Israeli 
companies, the ties with China are not merely about getting finance. Help with market access is 
of much greater importance. "Not disregarding the growth in other markets, such as the U.S. and 
Europe, in terms of e-commerce China and Asia are very dominant markets," he said. 

Israeli start-ups had been used to working with U.S. and European investors, he said: "The 
collaboration and the synergy with the China market and the big Chinese companies is more 
recent. The adaptation to that has been gradual and the Israeli companies like ourselves are 
learning to work better with the Chinese companies."  
 
One potential adaptation to be made was in the differences of expectations that sometimes 
occurs, said Denes Ban, managing partner at Israeli high-tech crowdfunding firm OurCrowd. 
Those expectations center around the tension between getting funding and getting access to 
Chinese markets. 

"If you look at the term sheet, there's no such thing as free Chinese money," said Ban. Many 
Israeli companies, who are far from naive, initially misjudge the intentions of the Chinese 
investors: "What often happens is, 'OK we invest but actually the amount we invest doesn't go 
into the headquarters in Israel, actually it will only go to a joint venture in China and we own 51 
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percent of it', so basically they control it. We have seen this."  
 
For OurCrowd, Ban is very excited about the emerging interest of large Asian, including 
Chinese, financial institutions in getting their clients a piece of the pie in the Israeli VC market. 
"We signed a deal in Singapore with UOB, Shanghai Commercial Bank, Reliance India, these 
are some of the biggest institutions that are looking to offer these venture capital products to their 
clients," said Ban.  
 
He, like others interviewed by CNBC, sees one crucial Israeli advantage to attracting Chinese 
investment, apart from Israel's start-up nation image: an openness to Chinese investors where the 
U.S. and Europe are getting pickier.  
 
Deloitte's Tidhar puts it simply: "The restrictions, limitations, barriers that Chinese companies 
face in other markets, they don't face in Israel." 
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Why Israel is the New Promised Land for Chinese Investors 
South China Morning Post, November 26, 2017. 

A growing number of Chinese investors view Israeli businesses as the next smart buy, fuelled by 
China’s soaring demand for advanced technologies and the warming relations between Beijing 
and Israel. 

China’s total investment in Israel almost tripled last year to US$16 billion (HK$125 million), 
largely driven by a surge in funding in Israel’s hi-tech industry, according to ZAG-S&W, a Tel 
Aviv-based law firm specialising in cross-border transactions. Meanwhile, the number of deals 
involving at least one Chinese investor in Israel’s hi-tech sector also increased by 16 per cent 
year-on-year, shown in data from Israel’s IVC Research Centre. 

Although China’s interest in Israeli tech start-ups is not entirely new – Horizons, a venture fund 
backed by Hong Kong tycoon Li Ka-shing, invested in the navigation software Waze as early as 
2011 – industry players say it is new to see Chinese investors flocking to Israel in a such a large 
scale. 

Sino Israel Technology Innovations is now in talks with 50 Israeli start-ups, according to Michael 
Ruan, chief representative of the Shanghai-based start-up accelerator and venture capital firm. 
The company has poured US$3 million into three early-stage Israeli smart-device makers this 
year. 

“We plan to invest in at least 20 more Israeli companies next year,” Ruan said. 

Jerry Bai, a co-founder of Glory Ventures in Shanghai, attributed China’s growing appetite for 
Israel’s technologies to the country’s progress in moving from making cheap clothes to highly 
skilled manufacturing. Take consumer electronics for example. 

Once a little known company, China’s Oppo recently surpassed Samsung to be the bestselling 
Android smartphone brand in the world. 

“With Chinese brands rising to compete with Western firms, they will need to seize control of 
core technologies,” Bai said. 

China’s investment in technology abroad is estimated to have more than doubled to US$37.8 
billion last year, according to Bloomberg. But as the battle for tech start-ups in Silicon Valley has 
heated up, some investors like Bai have turned elsewhere. Israel, reputed for its start-ups, seemed 
to be a reasonable option. 

In 2016, Glory Ventures raised an Israel-focused fund from several Chinese internet giants. 
Within less than a year, tens of million of US dollars were invested in 10 Israeli start-ups 
focusing on big data, artificial intelligence and the internet of things, Bai said. 
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The ultimate goal, he said, was to produce cutting-edge technologies from Israel and sell them in 
China. 

To be sure, this is not the first time venture capitalists have tried to marry Chinese money with 
Israeli technologies. Cao Xueling, a director of Peakview Capital in Beijing, made her first 
approach in 2012, but received the cold shoulder from Israeli entrepreneurs. 

“They kind of looked down at me,” Cao said with a laugh. “In their mind, Chinese investors had 
nothing but money. And [the Israelis] were not short of money.” 

But that was then. With China now the biggest consumer market in the world – US$25.3 billion 
worth of goods were sold within 24 hours during the country’s Singles' Day online shopping 
festival this year – Cao’s team and other Chinese venture firms are increasingly welcomed in 
Israel’s tech world. 

“For Israeli companies, the Chinese market is too big to be ignored,” she said. 

Political considerations have also become a factor. Since President Xi Jinping inked an 
agreement with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu in 2015 to boost cooperation on 
technology, government-backed programmes devoted to investing in Israeli tech start-ups have 
mushroomed. 

Ruan, of Sino Israel Technology Innovations, said about a third of his US$50 million funding 
came from Chinese authorities. While Cao of Peakview Capital did not receive any government 
funding, she said her interest in Israeli start-ups was partly fuelled by Israel’s status as a member 
state of the “Belt and Road Initiative”, a development strategy under Xi to revive the ancient Silk 
Road and boost global trade. 
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Experts split over China's moves on the Middle East following Trump's 
decision on Jerusalem 
The Straits Times, December 12, 2017 

Note: This article presents competing viewpoints on whether China’s enhanced engagement will 
benefit China and the region. It is an essential read. 

~ 

China has expressed renewed interest in playing a larger role in the Middle East peace process, a 
move that some see as invaluable given how the latest US actions have unnerved the region. 

At a forum in Beijing last Saturday (Dec 9), Foreign Minister Wang Yi reiterated China's 
willingness to bring Israeli and Palestinian representatives together for a dialogue by year end. 

The offer came just a month after its special envoy on Middle East affairs, Gong Xiaosheng, 
concluded a visit to Israel and Palestine, and said both parties welcomed China's involvement in 
the peace talks and were ready to work with China to find a solution. 

China had proposed a trilateral dialogue with Palestine and Israel in July, following separate 
visits by Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu 
to Beijing. 

Experts are divided on the significance of the latest Chinese moves. 
Some pundits viewed them as China trying to fill the vacuum caused by President Donald 
Trump's decision last week to move the US embassy in Israel to Jerusalem, reversing decades of 
careful American diplomatic policy. But many experts have dismissed such a notion. 

Mr Trump's decision has cast a shadow over the new blueprint that the White House said last 
month it was developing to bring the decades-old conflict between Israel and Palestine to an end. 

Dr Abbas, for instance, immediately blasted the move, and said the US had essentially 
disqualified itself from its leadership role in the quest for Middle East peace. 

"So far, China has made clear its determination to play a more important role in the Middle 
East," wrote China analyst Charlotte Gao in The Diplomat. "Trump's latest decision seemed to 
have provided China a good chance to realise this goal." 

Why is China so interested in the Middle East? 
Experts said the chief reason is economic. China is today both the largest importer of oil from the 
Middle East and exporter of goods to the region, which inextricably ties its fortunes to the 
region's stability. 
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But a close second is its ambition to be seen as a rising major power with global influence, or as 
President Xi Jinping put it at the 19th Party Congress in October, a "China moving closer to 
center stage". 

In this respect, the Middle East presents an opportunity for China to highlight where the US has 
fallen short, Assistant Professor Yoram Evron at the University of Haifa told The Straits Times. 

"China wants to look like an important and influential player (on the world stage), and obviously 
getting involved in the Middle East peace process is part of it as it's a conflict with global 
implications and global exposure," said Dr Evron, who is with the university's Department of 
Asian Studies. 

Historic and economic reasons make China uniquely suited to play a mediating role 
between the two sides. 
Experts point to China's policy of non-interference and consistent support since the 1960s for 
Palestinian independence, even as it had always nurtured trade ties with Israel even before the 
two countries established diplomatic relations in 1992. 

Trade between China and Israel grew tenfold to US$11.4 billion from 2000 to 2015, and China is 
now Israel's third-largest trading partner after the US and the EU. 

But a closer look at Chinese efforts to broker peace in the Middle East over the last decade will 
show that Beijing has no intention to play a big-power role in the Middle East - with the heavy 
investments this requires - and that its latest proposal is no different, said China-Middle East 
expert Sam Chester. 

"All of the Chinese proposals have shared the following elements: They make no plan for China 
to take on a more active political role, go to great lengths to not antagonise anyone, and subtly 
criticise the failed previous peacemaking efforts by the US and the West," said Mr Chester. 

"While Beijing is strategically choosing to take advantage of Trump's unilateralism on other 
issues such as free trade, in the Middle East it is unlikely Chinese leaders will make any serious 
move to supplant US leadership." 

Dr Evron agreed, noting that China's latest four-point proposal is much more vague than its 
previous one in 2013. 

For instance, it omits Palestinian demands to establish an independent Palestinian state that 
enjoys full sovereignty, as well acknowledging Israel's right to exist while addressing its 
legitimate security concerns, instead making a general call to advance a two-state solution. 
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Chinese experts have also downplayed the latest proposal, preferring to emphasise that Beijing is 
simply playing a supporting role as one of the five permanent members of the UN Security 
Council. 

Dr Yin Gang, a retired expert on Middle East studies at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, 
said China has no wish to take a "dominant role" the way that the US has in the Middle East, 
especially given the attendant costs. 

He pointed to how the US has provided some US$40 billion in aid to Egypt since 1979, part of 
the agreement of the Egypt-Israel peace treaty. 

"The US plays a crucial role in the Middle East; China does not," he said. 

"China does not have the capacity, need or qualifications to go in and play this role. There are 
many things going on close by that are difficult to handle, such as North Korea, India and 
Pakistan." 

And while both Israel and Palestine see China as important enough a partner to sit down and 
discuss the issue with Chinese leaders, Dr Evron said that neither side, especially Israel, are 
looking to China as a replacement for the US right now. 

"Israel will still remain cautious about Chinese involvement because of China's traditional pro-
Arab, pro-Palestinian approach, and its strong relations with Iran and other Muslim countries in 
the Middle East," he said. 

The best indication of Chinese contribution that goes beyond the symbolic would be something 
like a joint economic or infrastructure project that includes both Israel and Palestine, said Dr 
Evron. 

"This plays to its strong suit, its economic prowess, to bring the two sides together," he said. 
"And such projects will fit China's existing agenda in the Middle East." 
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Palestinian Authority Looks to Russia, China to Upstage United States  
Jerusalem Post, December 20, 2017  

Note: The key point of this article is that the Palestinians are actively searching for a new 
country, or set of countries, to mediate the peace process. They feel that the United States cannot 
be an honest broker because it has sided with Israel on Jerusalem. This creates an opportunity for 
China to step in as a mediator. However, Israel, which is closely allied with the United States, 
may oppose other countries serving in this capacity. 

~ 

Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas dispatched delegations to Moscow and Beijing 
on Tuesday, as part of efforts to find new sponsorship for the peace process, Palestinian news 
agency Wafa reported. 

The move came as Ahmad Majdalani, a PLO executive committee member who is leading the 
delegation to China, ruled out any Palestinian officials meeting with US peace process envoy 
Jason Greenblatt during his upcoming visit to the region. “No one from the Palestinian side is 
going to meet with Jason Greenblatt, officially or unofficially,” Majdalani told The Jerusalem 
Post. 

Majdalani told the Voice of Palestine radio station that the delegations would carry a message 
from Abbas to Russia and China about finding new sponsorship for the peace process within the 
framework of the UN to replace US sponsorship. 

Abbas has said repeatedly that the US has forfeited its role as a mediator due to President Donald 
Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem as Israel’s capital. “The US is with Israel and supports it and 
backs it,” Abbas told a Palestinian leadership meeting on Monday. The Palestinians say they will 
also boycott US Vice President Mike Pence when he visits the region in January. 

Nathan Thrall, senior analyst for the International Crisis Group, does not believe the Palestinian 
efforts to find an alternative mediator to the US will succeed. “There is a desire among 
Palestinians to have a different mediator other than the US, but for any peace process to take 
place Israel would have to partake in it, and it prefers that the US remain mediator. The 
Palestinian desire is sincere but there isn’t much chance of success.” 

In Thrall’s view, the Palestinian boycott of US officials will not be sustained for long. “I think 
resuming contacts with the US and discussing with the US peace process-related issues, 
developments in Area C [of the West Bank] and the possibility of talks resuming in one form or 
another will happen quite soon,” he said. 

“Whether they’ll engage in a Trump-led peace process is another question. But I think the 
boycott of US officials is not going to last long at all.” 
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Talal Awkal, a Gaza-based columnist for Al-Ayyam newspaper, said the US is the only power 
that can press Israel to agree to a two-state solution, but instead it sides with Israel. He does not 
think there will be any peace negotiations. “We will find ourselves in front of the fact that the US 
and Israel have no place for Palestinian rights,” Awkal said. 
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China Vows to Play an Active Role in Settling the Palestine-Israel Issue 
The Diplomat, December 28, 2017 

Note: This article discusses the Israeli-Palestinian peace symposium hosted in Beijing in 
December 2017. Does it signal the beginning of a formal Chinese-led peace process? 

~ 

On December 21-22, Beijing held the Palestinian-Israeli Peace Symposium, taking on an 
increased role in managing the Middle East’s biggest headache.  

The symposium included eight delegates from Palestine and Israel, and seven from China, 
including China’s Special Envoy on the Middle East Issue, Gong Xiaosheng. Member of the 
Executive Committee of the Palestinian Liberation Organization, Ahmed Majdalani, and Deputy 
Speaker of the Knesset [the Israeli parliament] and head of the lobby for the two-state solution, 
Yehiel Bar, led their delegations attending the meeting. 

Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi met both groups at the Great Hall of the People in Beijing. 

During the meeting with the Palestinian representatives, Wang reiterated that “China’s stance is 
clear and we have always upheld our claim — that is, we support the establishment of an 
independent Palestinian state that enjoys full sovereignty, with East Jerusalem as its capital and 
based on the 1967 border.” 

On December 22, Gong Xiaosheng held a press briefing in which he explained that China held 
the meeting in order to “play an active and constructive role in promoting the settlement of the 
Palestine-Israel issue.” 

Gong claimed that during the meeting, both delegations agreed that the “two-state solution” is 
the only feasible vision and promised to avoid taking unilateral action to harm the realization of 
this solution. 

Most importantly, both sides, according to Gong, believe that, “China, as a major country, could 
play an important role” and “create conditions for promoting stronger and effective international 
endeavors in advancing peace talks.” Gong added: 

 “From now on, China will continue paying attention to the Palestine-Israel situation,  
 actively participate in the international community’s endeavors in advancing peace talks  
 and negotiations, support and push forward the peace process in the Middle East and play 
 an active role in advancing the comprehensive, just and lasting settlement of the   
 Palestine-Israel issue at an early date.” 
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The symposium came immediately after the United Nations General Assembly adopted a 
resolution by a vote of 128 to 9, with 35 abstentions, rejecting U.S. President Donald Trump’s 
decision to recognize Jerusalem as Israel’s capital. This resolution, although non-binding, says 
that any decisions regarding the status of the city are “null and void” and must be canceled. 

Under the current circumstances, it’s an easy and smart diplomatic move for China to stand 
against the Trump’s administration together with the majority and loudly call for the “two-state 
solution.” Even Pope Francis was on China’s side. He recently used his Christmas message to 
urge a negotiated two-state solution to end the conflict between Israel and Palestine. 

According to CGTN, during the Symposium, the Palestinian envoys also delivered a letter from 
Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas, which expressed his gratitude for China’s support. “We 
appreciate China’s support to us in the United Nations, especially at the Security Council on the 
18th and the General Assembly,” Ahmed Majdalani added. 
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